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ELECTION

OF DELEGATE W.

ANDREWS NO
Un-O-

f

I.

LONGER

IN DOUBT

ficial Returns Up to Late This
Afternoon Give Him 642

Plurality
BELIEVED OFFICIAL

CSVASSWILL INCREASE THIS T0
1,000

Republican Territorial Central Committee Figures He Will
Have 781 Democrats Carry Rio Arriba
County

with three small precincts missing,
The
gives Larrazolo 772 majority.
three missing precincts will not bring
the majority above 800. The Democrats expected to get 1,500 majority in this county, and they are disappointed in the result. The vote on
the delegate was small.
Larrazolo carried Clovis precinct 15
102, and St. Vrain precinct gave but
3
majority for the candidate. McBee
Democratic candidate for the council,
is elected by an overwhelming majority. His majority in his home preI
cinct at Clovis was 141.
Socorro County.
precSocorro, Nov. 5. Twenty-thre- e
incts-in
Socorro county gave Andrews
1,210; Lanazolo 814; Andrews, majority, 495 in these same precincts. The
prospect is that he will carry the
The Magdalena
county by over 400.
precinct gave a majority of 77 against
Andrews this year, a change of 123
votes over 1900.
Chaves County.
Roswell, Nov. 5. Chaves
county
complete returns give Larrazolo a ma
jority of 512. This does no! include
one small precinct on the plains.
which has a normal Democratic ma
jority of 20, and which will probably
cast the same majority this year, making Larrazolo's total majority 532.
Quay County.
Tucumcari, Nov. 5. With six pre
cincts to hear from, Quay .county has
given 4S0 majority for Larrazolo. The
remaining precincts will swell the ma
jority to about 500. This is considerably short of the normal Democratic
majority of the county and the vote
did not come out. Nara Visa precinct
gave 24 majority for Andrews. Tucumcari precinct gave 110 majority for
Larrazolo. The Republican legislative
candidates have been elected by small
majorities. The Democrtic county ticket has been elected by a reduced ma,

GERMANY

1

LATE

NO, 227

RETURNS INCREASE TIFT'S

I

ELECTORAL VOTE, HAY TOTAL

327

Demands Inmediate Will Require Official Count to DeterI Apology in
mine Result in Missouri and
OF

THE

TROUBLE

FALLING

OFF

Maryland
SOcilsTvollN

IN

ELECTION

FEATURE

Seizure of French Deserters Ohio Gives
75,000 Plurality for Republican Ticket-Had- -ley
Harbored in German
Beats Cowherd in Missouri for Governor by
at Casa Blanca.
Safe Majority.
Le-gatio-

n

J
Paris, Nov. 5. While it is not bedrews' majority to above a thousand,
New York, Nov. 5. .Maryland
audibly 20,000. More than half the pre- lieved in official circles that Germany Missouri held the center of political
drews' majority In the county is 115.
cincts of the slate are included in the
will go to war over the Casa Blanca attention when Republican and Dem- figures that, show these
According to the latest returns, the
results, no
legislative council will have three or
incident arising from the protection at ocratic politicians began early today
being considered and any diffour Democrats, and eight or nine Rethe eGrnian embassy at Casa Blanca to look over the net results of Tues- ference will be simply as to the size
publicans. Hon. Charles A. Spiess, will
of former German subjects who enlist- day's election. The leaders of both par- of the plurality, tlvere being no quesbe the president of the next council.
themselves facing what tion of the certainty of the result.
ed in and later deserted from the for- ties found
.
.
.
i .
.
i.ue i .
The House may have seven Demoio
line a vindication ot ttie
luuju'u
eign legion of the French army, the
Taft's Plurality Growing.
r
crats out of a total of twenty-fouof Republican
Chairman
subject of Germany's ultimatum has prophecy
Returns
received up to late this afFrank H. Hitchcock that Taft would
members.
There are several can
Taos
caused a considerable
ternoon show Taft carried his home
degree of dis- have at
least 1125 electoral votes, for
didates for the honor of speaker,
Union
quietude here and the opinion constate by 75,000. At the same time the
Sanat
the
of
of the day this predicR.
Baca
Hon.
L.
opening
among
them,
Valencia
tinues, that Germany is seeking to inDemocrats elected Judge Harmon govtion
seemed fairly well settled. Leavta Fe, who served as speaker before
flict
diplomatic humiliation
ernor
upon
On these
two
by 20,000.
4921 and would bring to the position
the
Total
France as a diversion from the situa- ing Maryland and Missouri out, Taft points fairly complete figures have
LARRAZOLO MAJORITIES.
advantages of wide legislative experition arising at home from the publi- was assured of 301 tlectoral votes and been received. Few and
scattering re558
ence.
Chaves
cation of Emperor William's interview Bryan lot;.
turns have yet to come in from the
Missouri with IS votes was hanging
150
Here follows the latest compilation
on the subject.
Colfax
remainder of the state ticket, but it
in the balance with Taft
Gno of majorities by counties, which difleading by is probably
Eddy
v This time, however,
reFrance
has
the
safely Republican,
07 votes. The complete returns
564 fers slightly from that given out by
Grant
solved
to
Democrats
amfirm.
stand
conabout
to
The
French
being
ready
77 the Republican territorial central comthe result either way. Maryland
Guadalupe
bassador at Berlin has been instructed with
cede that fact, although they have not
50
in
the
it
with
electoral votes was claimed
table,
but
eight
mittee,
agrees
.
.
.
Lincoln
to notify Germany that France mainreceived complete returns.
for Taft with a margin of only 136 and
150 which give Andrews a majority of
Luna
view that the whole question
tains
the
all hough few districts were yet to be
from
92 from GOO to 900. The returns
Otero
should be arbitrated and that in the
513 Sandoval, Rio Arriba and Mora counheard from the Democrats
insisted COLORADO DEMOCRATIC
Quay
jority.
,, ''. meanime she" refuses to release the that
canTHROUGH AND THROUGH
but
800
not
are
state
would
still
the
ties
quite
incomplete
they
yield
.
Roosevelt
Lincoln County.
deserters, to reprimand the officers to the
230
not change the result materially.
Republicans save upon the
Rio Arriba
Carrizozo, Nov. 5. Thirteen of the, concerned or exchange regrets with
7
count.
Denver, Colo., Nov. 5. Unofficial refourteen precincts in this county give the German empire.
Sierra ...
115
Mora
In
case
the
of
Missouri
late
County.
tidings turns for the entire state ticket which
San Juan .
Larrazolo 23 majority. The missing
At the same time the foreign offices seem to favor Taft and make certain are
sib
Las Vegas, Nov. 5. Unofficial reunlikely to materially change the
Torrance . .
precinct will probably increase the at St.
with
Petersburg and London have the election of Herbert S. Hadley, the final count, give Bryan a
most
turns from
of the precincts
Democratic majority to about 50. The
plurality of
been informed of the exact situation. Republican candidate for
4279 several precincts estimated, give Mora
governor by 5,577 and Shafroth, Democrat, for govTotal
Democratic county ticket has been Premier Clemenceau declared
today 5.148 majority.
642 county to Andrews by 204 majority.
.
are
ernor, 9,382. Three Democrats
Andrews Pluralitv
elected by small majorities.
that he would resign if he were not
With one precinct to hear from, Anelected to Congress. The Democrats
Kern May Be a Senator.
Bernalillo County.
upheld.
drews' majority in San! Miguel county
Indiana apparently has given a Dem- control both houses of the legislature
5. Bernalillo
Nov.
Albuquerque,
The plurality given Delegate AnRemains Firm.
713.
France
is
MexiNew
ocratic
711
the
Andrews
majority of eight on the joint and this assures the election of
county gives
majority.
drews as published by
Chaves County. ,
An extraordinary session of the cab- ballot in fhe legislature which would Charles Y Hughes,
The official returns will probably inJr., for United
can yesterday afternoon, has been susRoswell, Nov. 5. With every pre- crease this to 770.
inet was held this afternoon and the assure the return of a Democratic V. States senator.
tained with slight change by all
cinct heard from, Larrazolo's unofficial
decision not to accede to Germany's S. senator in place of Hemenway, Re
", Rio Arriba County.
reports received until late this
is ,558.
the
fVinandsr was unanimously .ratified-- . ; publican., There is a xuniQ.r. today. that
in
county
majority
has
5
h
there
clthoiv-.
Nov.
.Tierra
Parkviewy!
Amarllla,":'
ifternoons
MISSOURI SAFE OK.'. ";: v.: : : V.
"Luna County?
. Kern, defeated candidate for
John
"been some shifting in' the majorities
Cebolla, Chama, Lumberton, Rosa,
'
TAFT AND HADLEY
Deming, Nov. 5. With three preon the Democratic ticAbiquiu, Elvado, Canjilon pre- HOW GERMANY REGARDS
as given by counties. There have been
Larrazolo's majority cincts give Andrews 580; Larrazolo,
some surprises in the majorities as cincts estimated,
AT CASCA BLANCA ket, will be elected to the place. This
, TROUBLE
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. .".Unofficial
is M9.
been
have
state elected Marshall, Democrat, as
WaltThere
G32;
counties.
C24;
690;
Quintana,
Prince,
given by
returns
to the
from 114
received
County.
Quay
governor by a plurality of about 15,000
ers, G62; Danburg, 585; Martinez, C74;
some surprises in the returns
5.
of Ger115 counties in Missouri. 88
The
Nov.
our
of
5. With every preBerlin,
point
Nov.
Tucumcari,
Rio
not
it
a
Taft
while
of
In Abiquiu, J. M. C.
gave
majority
Lucero, 570.
today, pleasant and unpleasant.
counties being complete, give Bryan
many in the Casa lanca difficulty was less than 10..000.
cinct heard from, Larrazolo receives Chaves, candidate for
superintendent
Arriba county has gone into the Demofthe
a
by
foreign
explained
officially
Andrews
votes
and
1,047,
plurWest Virginia is evidently assured 289,698; Taft 290,177, 'making Taft's
of county schools, ran away ahead of
ocratic column by a majority equal to 1,590
tod
fice
a".
Larrazolo.
543
of
for
been
ality
for Taft, by 20,000, but Glasscock, Re- plurality 479. For governor, Herbert S.
the ticket, Abiquiu being his home. He
that of two years ago; there has
Cowofa
"All
we
said
Taos
of
County.
high
demand,",
vote
Guadalupe
publican, for governor, will have less Hadley, Republican, has 301,757;
received 95 out of the 109 votes cast.
a slump in the estimated
4. Unofficial re-- .
'
re2S6.C04, making Had-ley'- s
Democrat,
herd,
of
Nov.
a
"is
Santa
Rosa,
ficial,
simple
expression
half
the
that.
than
Torrance
majors
hand,
countv. On the other
County.
.
.
In
r
the.
fiivno furtm nil.
...
emrf
plurality 15,153, Only the official
Vi
.l.v, nroplnntd
The Republican majority in the naEstancia, Nov. 5. Official returns gret fronv France for the violence
ties in San Miguel ana mora cuuuueo - ..un i.v..
can decide the electoral vote.
count
ofLarrazolo
a
German
the
Consul
county
DemocraGuadalupe
give
tional House of Representatives has
from all but three precincts of Tor- ployed against
Tiave been growing and the
As
the legislature, it is rea77.
of
an
Casa
regards
flee
at
Blanca,
expression
have
still
will
jority
but
Eddy,
been cut,
'
that paity
rance county give Larrazolo 309 major4t
imlM in Roosevelt,
certain
that the Republicans
demanded
Otero
be
as
such
would
sonably
any
by
County.
The
8
have
control.
counties
over
substantial
Lulz.
Hewitt
over
Republicans
Roosevelt
Andrews;
ity
Quay and
will
control
house and the Demosub5.
All
the
the
preNov.
officials
had
been
nation
whose
Aiamogordo,
elected one congressman from ArkanThe three remaining precincts are
been dwindling. The election this year
will
a
crats
have
Larrazolo
cannot
to
We
Otero
in
cincts
majority in the senattack.
as
give
county
j Durani
permit
n incr.3aed their representation
Manzano and Punta (le Agna. jected
has furnished as many surprises
to
,
due
their number or
or
uns
to
arbitraate,
an
largely
be
to
in
submitted
this
unomcial
Retwo,
Oklahoma
tt
point
the
Democratic
be
to
Tn
inclined
majority
t
from
Republican
by
that of two years ago;
holdovers. Which party has a majority
it as a point of nawe
tion
for
county.
especialregard
to
a
Duran
while
cut
will
pieces,
give very
publican,
Vote of Other Parties.
estimates being
on the joint ballot is still an unsolved
Sierra County.
tional honor that such regret be exwhich has every
small Democratic majority.
turned today to the SoAttention
ly in Torrance county,
5
returns
not
Unofficial
that,
mystery.
the
Nov.
Ando
desire
We
Hillsboro,
pressed.
reason to be grateful to Delegate
Eddy County.
cialist vote and that of the Prohibicounbe
concerned
Sierra
in
from
all
officials
the
French
where
repriofficprecincts
5.
county,
Larrazolo's
Carlsbad, Nov.
tion and Independence parties. It apdrews, and in Colfax
of
manded or that the French soldiers
ial majority in Eddy county is G33.
the Republican ticket went to pieces ty give Larrazolo a bare majority
early today that the Socialists SOCIALIST VOTE SHOWS
7 in the county.
in any measures of dis pears
be
A BIG FALLING OFF
punished
Union
;
seems.
County.
it
will be disappointed in their avowed
Valencia County,
Concerning their. ' PYnpp.tflMnnK nf cnstin? a "million for
5. The latest official cipline whatever.
LinNov.
from
come
Clayton,
Conflicting reports
Los Lunas, Nov. 5. Unofficial re- returns give Andrews 250 majority,
c a
1
'
Debs," and in some states they have
Chicago, Nov. 5 The Socialist vote
coln, San Juan and Colfax counties. turns in Valencia
with two pre- which will be increased
We acknowledge
to
arbitrate.
county
outa
Linfew
that
by
be'ow the vote of four showed a great falling off from 1904
fallen
'even
The Republicans are certain
occurred on the
cincts to hear from give Andrews a
.
lying precincts. Gallegos, for thecoun-cil- , things might have
,
ago. In general, however, their in the three principal cities in which
coln county was carried by Andrews
U1 ,
wru, Jvears
uac
of
uerman
wiui:ii
1,302.
tuuiu
siue
enmajority
300
so
The
far.
Democrats
has
the
while
a material increase. As socialism is the strongest. In Chicago
majority
65
vote
showed
with
majority
San Miguel County.
tire Republican county ticket was avoided, while France must admit for the Prohibition vote, with totals the Socialists polled 45,000 in 1904,
;are just as positive that Larrazolo reLas Vegas, Nov. 5. With two pre- elected. The complete returns will in- from her side an unnecessary act of
ceived 50 majority. In Colfax county,
present, it shows' a great, disappoint- and this year the returns give them
cincts
to hear from, Andrews carries crease the Republican majority.
violence was? committed."
ment to those who expected that the less than 19,000 and the most sanguine
the Democrats claim to have carried the
a majority of 702.
by
county
Grant
while
the
225.
County.
Republ"Prohibition wave" that has swept do not expect the revised totals will
the county by
Mora County.
Silver City, Nov, 5. The official re- E. Z. VOGT VICTIM OF
several states during the past two exceed 21,000 votes for Debs. Cincinicans concede it to them by not quite
DISTRESSING ACCIDENT years would show, a surprising in- nati and Cleveland listed as strong SoM,ora, Nov. 5. As, precinct after turns give Larrazolo a majority of 514
100. In San Juan county, the first reAndrews major- in Grant county with three precincts
crease in the vote of this party, which cialist centers, polled a greatly deports gave Larrazolo a majority, while precinct reports, the
An- ity is growing. It has almost reached to hear from.
to
the
county
makes prohibition of the liquor traffic creased vote. A. M. Simmons, of the
Taber-Vogt
later
a
report gives
Evan' Z. Vogt, of the
;'
its chief issue.
Socialist national committee, said todrews by 115. This latter, ia probably the 300 figure.
in
is
at
Mercantile company,
Glorieta,
Taos
County.
transmission
RETURNS
an error, however, in the
day that Samuel Gompers, president of
St. Joseph's hospital at Albuquerque,
ON COUNTY TICKET
Taos, Nov. 5. With all the preof the telegram. At least; the New
the American Federation of Labor, insuffering from a broken arm and a TAFT CARRIES OWN
Andrews
one
cincts
table
but
heard
gives
its
BY
from,
in
tonight,
STATE
fluenced a number of laborers who
an
50,000
Mexican,
dislocated shoulder a3 the result of
Andrews carried Santa Fe county unfortunate accident about 4 o'clock
otherwise would have voted the Socialthe Democrats the benefit of every has a majority of 26 in Taos county.
'
Roosevelt County.
ist ticket, to go for Bryan and at the
by a plurality of 288 votes. The two yesterday afternoon at the mouth of
doubt, which, if resolved in favor of
O., Nov. 5 A plurality
Anincrease
would
time frighten many conservative
Portalcs, Nov. 5. Roos velt county precincts not given in the table today Tijeras canyon, near the Duke City. of Cincinnati,
same
the Republicans
about 50,000 for Judge Taft, the
men into voting for Taft. He
are Agua Fria and Cerrillos, the form- Mr. Vogt and Edwin Bruce, Jr., of
laboring
for
candidate
President,
have been made along the
er having neglected to fill out a cer- Kansas City, and another young man, Republican
said
gains
was the election day expression of the
in Texas and in MisPacific
tificate of election and its vote will were just starting out overland for voters of Ohio, who
coast,
however, at the
therefore not be known until the bal- Glorieta, after a trip in Valencia coun- same time choose the head of the opTO
lot box is opened. It is known however, ty on sheep business. The light moun(Continued On Page Eight.)
ticket by a plurality of prob- that Agua Fria gave Andrews 53 ma- tain wagon was overturned at the en- position
jority, while Cerrillos gave Larrazolo trance to the canyon, which is very
BUTTLE EON STATEHOOD 25 majority. The figures given for the steep and dangerous, and as a result
county ticket, are correct, except that Mr. Vogt was thrown out with the
CLAIM
ARIZONA
the two precincts missing will in- above cosequences.
crease the Republican majorities by
tion in both houses of Congress when about 30. The totals are as
Special to the New Mexican.
follows, BRYAN TELEGRAPHS TAFT
session reconvenes.
with Agua Fria and Cerrillos missing:
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 5 Delegat- the
ELECTION AS DELEGATE
HIS CONGRATULATIONS
"Now that the election is over I Council, Hon. Thomas ,B. Catron, 1,471
e-Elect
William H. Andrews today
ask that the people of New Mexico votes; tor the House from the Santa
x
S S $ $ S V X
gave out an interview here as follows: forget politics and get
E. A. Miera,
ready for statedistrict,
5. William
Nov.
Jennings
"I believe the bill giving statehood hood. Those who have friends in the
1,486 votes; for the House, Santa Fe
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 5. It is claim-- . date, has lost in a number of counties
Bryan this morning sent the
to New Mexico will pass both Houses East should write them and ask them district, R. L. Baca, Republican, 1,499;
to
Judge
following telegram
ed at Republican headquarters that where he formerly brought in large
of Congress and be signed by Presi- to request their congressmen and sen- Wllber'F. Castle, Democrat, 925; for
Taft:
majorities. At Democratic headquartRalph Cameron, Republican candidate ers Cameron's election is not concedators to help.
county commissioner from the Second
"W. H. Taft
dent Roosevelt before his term of of"Talk statehood in your homes, on
for delegate to Congress, has been ed.
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Republican,
"Cincinnati, O., Nov. 5, 1908.
fice expiry March 4th next. I am today the streets and street corners and in district,
1,405; A. B. Case, Democrat,
987;
elected by a majority ranging from
Secretary of the Republican ter"Please, accept congratulasending telegrams to the East in re- your business and .when we get it this county commissioner,; Third district,
a
700
to
and
sucgreater
ritorial
1,000,
central committee Young, still
tions and best wishes for
possibly by
gard to this matter and will proceed winter I fully believe the new state of Alfredo Lucero, Republican,
are
far
administa-tion- .
thus
1,383;
returns
The
stands
cess
plurality.
by his previous statement. that
during your
to Washington myself in a few days New Mexico can get ready for an era Cesario Ortiz, Democrat,
for
and no defin- Cameron has defeated Smith by 600
unofficial
scattered
1,119;
,
and
,
and will have the friends of this mea- of prosperity such as even our great'
ite figures have been issued.
votes. Cameron's seeming plurality,
probate judge, Victor Ortega, Republi- ,.
(Signed)
sure on hand in full force, so that we est enthusiasts would scarcely dare
'
returns indicate, however, that based on partial returns, is in. excess
The
BRYAN."
J.
"W.
.
ac
ask
for
immediate
will be ready to
predict."
3H Marcus A,
(Continued On Page Eight.)
Smith, Democratic candi- - of 1,000.

ANDREWS MAJORITIES.
Bernalillo
Dona Ana
McKinley
Mora
Sandoval
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Socorro

711
161
133
204
750
715
288
375
30
250
1304
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BURNIN(MARTYRS.

BIG

SHOE

ST0l(p.

them-y- ou

can't help it.
We have a shoe to fit
your mind's eye, as
well as your feet and
your purse

We've the best
$3.50 Shoe made
We've the best

Bun
eGUI"?
SIJ-0E-

.3'.

'':'

'REGISTERED

S

Tor

J
Giris

OA

ftft CUA

.,4

7

--

we ve inc VT
est
$5.00 Shoe made
We've the best
$6.00 Shoe made
Best of Leathers and Best of Shoemak-ing- .
All widths and sizes.

REAL

u

$200.
notes, diamonds and jewelry as ow a3 $10 and c hih
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to ona year. Ratee are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.
.;io

ttn. FApif

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone

Phone 108.

The largest and the only

up-to-da-

te

itore

ii

108.

Santa Fa.

iNewB lick Wheat i
iAND:
WHOLE

WHEAT

PEACHES :: PEARS

An Optical Illusion.

:-

interesting optical experiment
may be made with the ordinary Incandescent light. Gaze steadily at the
light for a few seconds, then suddenly
extinguish it. The experiment is best
performed in a very dark room. In
about half a minute you will see the
perfect image of the light, with the
Dne strands of wire plainly visible. It
will be red at first. In a few minutes
it will turn purple and then a bright
blue. Later it will apparently move to
the light. As you turn your gaze it
will continue moving to the right. If
you keep your gaze fixed, it will come
back. It is surprising how long the

GRAPES

-:

JERSEVSWEET

CRANBERRIES
Winter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe,

CALL

AP

illusion will last. It will be seen for
fully five minutes, perhaps longer, and
if you turn on the light and look away
from it you will see the old image for
several minutes, though more faintly
than In the darkness.

Co.
Telephone

No. 40.

SEE FDR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
I

8

8!

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Only Slight Mistakes.
Mrs. Lombard is a zealous and loyal
friend, and she means withal to avoid
exaggeration. "It's perfectly wonderful to see the way Cousin Henry
counts bills at the bank," she said to
a patient fi'iond. "Why, I think they
are so lucky to have him! He'll take
a great pile of five and ten and twenty
dollar bills and make his fingers fly
Just like lightning and never make a
mistake!"
"Never?" said the friend, who knew
Mrs. Lombard's weakness and could
not forbear the question.
,
"Why no at least why, perhis he
might get 5 or 10 cents out of the way,
but not any more, ever." And Mrs.
Lombard spoke with the air of one
who has taken a stand and refuses all
chances to retreat Youth's Compan
ion.

Disraeli's Confidence.
1S33 in which he said: "Heard
Macaulay's best speech, 'Shiel and
Charles Grant' Macaulay admirable,
hut, between ourselves, I could floor
rltom all. This entres nous (sic), I was
never more confident of anything" than
that I could carry everything before
"
me in that house. The time will

MANUFACTURER

'

JEWELER

f Turn TirmTir yip
mi

WK CARRY THEM IN ALL
TH K NEWEST PATTERNS
& STYLES,

Why tfiiffei will
BALLARD'S SNOW

Buy a suit for the boy
until you lookoverour
tock then compare
PRICES

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
&OmS, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
ST5FF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friodel, Dallas, Tex.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

-

NO. 213.

SHOES

Good Wearers

at

Me-

dium Prices.

50c and $1.00

ST. IiOUIS,
Sold

MO.,

P. O. Box 219.
Half

Foi

and Recommended by

a

Century

o
tte Leading

Phone No. 86
Dry Goods Honse

In tne

City.

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
NOTICE.

Having decided to give all nvytime
to the life insurance business, I have
sold the fire insurance part to Geo.
M. Kinsell, of this city, who wiill continue the same in his own name, and
respectfully request that my friends
will continue their patronage with him
assuring them that their business will
receive most careful attention, and
their interests looked after as hereto-

0

Economy in Fuel

Appearance
Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing

jwiii'w!iijiii)iis

fore.
A. M. BERGERE,

Bergere Insurance Agency Company.
Having purchased the fire insurance
interest of A. M. Bergere, and the
Bergere Insurance Agency company, I
respectfully ask the continuance of the
patronage now held by them, and to
those not having risks in the above
agency, I solicit at least part of your
business, assuring you that if entrusted to my care will receive my most
careful and prompt attention.
For the present and until further
notice, my office wall be at 249 San
Francisco street.
GEO. M. KINSELL,

as a
air
Tight Heaters
THEY

NEVER GO OUT

COLES

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolutely
Air Tight

COLES
Downdraf t
Air Tight

N

Magazine for
Hard Cold

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
The abc,re cuts represent the nearest aproach
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
o modern heating of anything ever placed on the
There is only one way to cure deafmarket in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
in securing the agency for this line and respect
inflamed condition of the mucous linfully invite inpection of same. Owing to the fact
ing of the Eustachian Tube. W'hen this
of having purchased heavily. We are in position
tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect hearing, and when
to mate exceedingly low prices.
it Is entirely closed deafness is the
result, and unless the inflammation
can he taken out and this tube re
stored to its normal condition, hearPhone
Phone
ing will be destroyed
forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by CaNo 14
No 14
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
Catarrh) that cannot be cured by
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Sent for circulars
free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
RIGHT PRICES
.
Eyes Tested and
Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
RIGHT GOODf,
Fitted By Up-tTake Hall's Family Pills for
-RIGHT SERVICE
Date Method.

HARDWARE CO.

H. C, YQNTZ
.

JEWELERY

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

CUT GLASS, CHINA AND 8IVERWME.
346 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

try

BIJOU THEATER

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.

IN THE CATRON BLOCK

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Show Every Evening at 7:30 and 8:30
Admission
10c
STUDIES

MATINEE.

Saturday at

3:30

Children
ENTIRE

5C

CHANGE OF PROGRAM
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND
FRIDAY.

1

a- -e

T33SS9iT

j

ir

LJi

1

' l.

J 1

Y

TUESDAY

PROGRAM
"Jealous Fiance."
"Unsuccessful Flirts."
"Mother's Birthday Present."
"Escape of the Ape."

Illustrated Song "Honey Time."

SEPT.

P.

1st.
F0R

Xpdhes118 BROTHER HERWES,

PRESIDENT.

PERFUMERY
PHONE-

SCHOOL

IJ

:

.25c,

QUALITY.

UP

B

"I use Ballard's Snow
Liniment for my family. It
is the bost Liniment made.
It relieves burns andscalds.'

writes

&

TOILET ARTICLES

a

PHONE.
NO. 213.

SUITS

TONIGHT'S

In

1)

Young Mens & Boys

Disraeli wrote a letter to his sister

Goods.

S. Spitz

.

SOLE AGENTS

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

An

FLOUR

Co

FOR TH F.ZC ELKBK ATK

LIFE.

Why the American Farmer Grows Old
Early In Life.
one who has lived on n farm
, Any
does not need to lie told the reasou
farmers grow old early, for he knows
of the strain under which the American farmer lives during the five
months of spring and summer. ' His
workday is from 4 or 5 in the morning
until S or 0 at night, including chores-fift- een
to seventeen hours of the hardest kind of physical labor, and every
minute of it at high tension, especially
during harvest. Then comes a period
of relaxation in the fall, the one time
in the year when he has just enough
muscular exercise to keep him In
health; later, the winter season, approaching stagnation, in which he
takes on flesh, gets "logy." and then a
furious debauch of hard labor through
No
the spring and summer again.
he has had a
wonder that by forty-fiv- e
sunstroke and "can't stand the heat,"
or has "a weak back," or his "heart
gives out," or a chill "makes him rheumatic," and when yon add to this furious muscular strain the fact that the
farmer sees his income put in peril
every season and his very home every
bad year, so that each nnfavorahle
change in the weather sets his nerves
on edge, it can be readily Imagined
that the real "quiet, peaceful country
life" is something sadly different from
the ideal. Woods Hutchinson, M. D.,
in Harper's.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.'
MONEY TO LOAN
On

COUNTRY

INCORPORATED 1903.

Selkman Bros

ever presented

for payment. Tim execution of Latimer ami Hid ley took place on Oct. 10,
while Crannier did not suffer
I'm.",
until March 21 of the following year.
The memorandum of the bill is included in the book which was found
by Strype when he wrote his "Memoirs
of Archbishop Crannier" in 1(59:, in
which the expenses of the martyrs
were entered during their imprison-nienr- .
This book is probably some-vur- ?
among the manuscripts of Oxford university, now u grim, matter of
fact witness to the fanatical hatred of
the day.
The following are exact transcripts
from the bills by the person who had
charge of the funeral pyres:
"Taid for the burning of Archbishop
Crannier and his two fellow sufferers,
Ridley and I.at imer: For one hundred
cf wood fagots, (is.; for one hundred
and a half of furze fagots, ,.s. 4;L; to
the carriage of them. Nil.; to two laborers, Is. 4d.; to three loads of wood
fagots to burn IUdley and Latimer
llis.; item, one load of furze fagots,
3s, 4d.; for carriage of these four loads,
2s.; Item, a post, Is. 4d.; item, for
chains, :!s. id.'; Item, for staples, (id.;
Book.
Item, for laborers, Id,

The New comers for Irf
Fall and Winter wear
await a call from you.
You'll like

(lociuiuMit

RnjrKestive

18:6

ESTABLISHED

Ccit of the Funeral Pyres Told In a
Curious Old Bill.
A bill for tlio materials with which
to burn Crannier ami bis follow martyrs Is probably llm most curious uiul

ill sy

DEPART
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Talcum Powder, Cold Cream Liquid Green Soap, Almond Meal, Violet
Sec. Toilet Water, Extreme Violet Toilet Water and Assorted Etracts.g

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER 5,

1908.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA

TIME TABLEALL LINES.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL.
Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
2:25 p. m.
No. z. Nort abound, arrives in Santa
Fe at 5:25 . m.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 426 Eastbound, leave9 Santa Fe
at 10:45 a. m.
:No. 425 Westbound, arrives in Santa
Fe 3:40 p. m.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
Lamy Branch.
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
8:25 a. m.
No. 720
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
7:40 p. m.
No. 724
Lamy Branch Arrive at Santa Fe
11:10 a. m.
No. 721
0:50 p. m.
No. 723
10:55 p. m.
No. 725
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and 2,
east, and No. 3, Limited, west, at
Lamy.
No. 722 connects with No. 1, west, at
Lamy.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
No. 724 connects with Nos, 7 and 9,
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8,
V

New Mexico Military Institute

Abuse it
and you'll find there's a limit. When the limit
is reached, the stomach must rest. Kodol rests it.

That Is what Kodol is for. The ptomach cannot stop work ; if it did you would stop existing.
It cannot even take a vacation and "rest up"
except when

it has

Kodol to assist it.

Very likely you never gave a thought to how
hard your stomach works. Most people don't until
they have to, Sometimes, though, it cost less to
do a little thinking before one has to.
Even the palley-slav- e
of the ancients rested at
Intervals. But the stomach of modern man works
harder than the galley-slavand it never rests
of itself.
e,

Kodol, of course, will rest the 6tomach, but
is something nature didn't provide for. If
lived the way nature intended,
fieople
have been necessary to provide for it.

that

now-a-da-

But they don't that's the trouble.

Better keep on good terms with your stomach,
Your health depends absolutely upon
the perfect performance of the stomach's functions. Ever think of that or why it is true?
The human body is composed of certain chemical elements. These are combined to form substances such as fat, protein, carbohydrates, mineral matter and water.
If you can.

Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy
to Albuquerque to discharge passengers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.,
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
10 from the south, and No. 3 from

The food we eat is composed of exactly these
elements. The stomach must disintegrate this
food and correctly apportion it to the needs of the
system. Looks like a lot of work for the stomach,
doesn't itV No wonder it occasionally needs
Kodol to help it do this.
The person who has the kind of a stomach that
can do its own work continuously, without assistance has a good deal to be thankful for. Most
people haven't that kind. That is why they require Kodol,

the east.
Sick Headache.

This distressing disease results from
a disordered condition of the stomach,
and can be cured by taking Chamber-'.ain'Stomach and Liver Tablets. Get
a free sample ut any drug store and
try it. For sale by all druggists.

s

OR SALE BY

Faistaff Beer

THE

Q

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The Wet Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department.
rmy Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
for college or for business life. Great
in
mount of open air work. Ilealthiets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pecoa Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, suushlno every day, but
lttle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W,

Treat it right its your best friend.

east-boun-

The Famous

r

Arc You on Good Terms
With Your Stomach?

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Complied According to Scedule of
Trains Now In Effect.
No.
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Kodol will do all the stomach's work for It,
when necessary giving it a period of complete
rest. The rest that restores health. That's how
Kodol cures indigestion which is merely a good

digestion "poiie wrong."
People used to think that, when they had indigestion they should stop eating or limit themselves to a prescribed diet. Others commenced
purging with cathartics. All that is very disagreeable and unpleasant. Also, it isn't necessary.

,

A

Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. J A. W. WILLSON,

Starvation or purging doesn't cure anything.
doesn't cure anything either but shows
nature the right road, in short order. Kodol
merely establishes complete and perfect digestion.
It does this by digesting every particle of the
food. The stomach then rests and cures itself.
That is what was intended when Kodol was madu.
Jt couldn't be any other way.
Kodol

Superintendent

0J0 CALIEflTE fQT S?Pdf2GS.

Kodol is quite Indispensable to a good many
persons. To all, in fact, who haven't time in
their daily lives for a careful selection of foods
and diet. It very quickly enables nature to rectify any disagreeable tffects of wrong eating.

These celebrated Hot Springe are lo
cated jn the midet of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
Dwelling, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty milee north of Santa
Fe, ana1 about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver an" Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage rune to the springs.
The temperature cf these waters, is
from 90 to 122 degree. The gases are
.arbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
ery dry and delightful the entire year
round. Ther Is now a commodious hotel for the convenienco of invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. These
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline salts to the gallon, being the rich

Our Guarantee

Bar-anc-

Go to your druggist today and get a dollar
bottle. Then after you have used the entire contents of the bottle If you can honestly say that it
has not done you any good return the bottle to
the druggist and he will refund your money. We
will then repay the druggist. This oiler applies
to the large bottle and to but one in a family.
Every druggist knows our guarantee is good
The dollar bottle contains
times as much
as the fifty tent bottle. Kodol is made at the
laboratories of E, C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago.

--

ZOOK PHARMACY

est alkalin Hot Springs In the worlo.
The efficiency of these waters has
been thoroughly tested by the mirao-ulou- s
cures attested to in the followdiseases:.
Paralysis, Rheumatism
ing
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright' Dlseaso
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
etc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and waits
for Santa Fe train upen request. This
resort is attractive at all seasons and
is open all winter. Passengers for OJq
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m., thr
same day. For further particulars af
dress:

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

Proorfetor.

hundred pounds larger and are very
"stocky" built, seldom being taller
OloCallenle. Tao County. N. M
Automobile That Is the Reason He Is Compelled than a Merino sheep. These dwarf catwith
Connection
mp.de
Sole Agent far
tle are nearly all of the same color-redd- ish
to Wear Glasses.
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
mouse
marked with
LEAP'S ST. LOUIS BEER automobile leares Torrance for Ros- Many of the commonest physicalto de- while. They havecolor,
heads as
very
large
an
are
due
civilized
of
fects
mail
with
thcil
their
and
bodies,
compared
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
And All Kir.ei of Mineral Wottn
imperfect uiliiptatiou of Lis body to
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- Hew conditions of life. Nearsighted- horns are of exceptional length.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m., and ar- ness is an example.
The Sky and the Weather.
O. AY.
Any Flavor ow
the English writer on
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare scientific Siiloeby,
Whether clear or cloudy, a rosy suntalk
all
the
that
says
subjects,
Mttt jetween Santa Fe and Torrance is
Orders Filled tor Any Amount.
about the defeneration of the human set presages line weather; a sickly
will Heccivc Pruwk IttMihM.
$5.80 f.nd between Torrance and Roswind and rain;
eye is "undiluted nonsense." The truth looking, greenish hue,
or
a
well, $10. Reserve seats on automoIndian,
rain; a red sky
red,
dark,
Is that "man was not born to read."
Phone 3a
bile by wire. J. W. Stockard, manager An instrument made for
in the morning, bad weather or much
-- TOseeing long
a
taatt F. . H, Automobile Line.
ontazuma Avnnim
distances is forced to accommodate it- wind, perhaps rain; gray sky in th
self to little marks and signs on a piece morning, line weather; a high dawn,
Reof paper. Says Dr. Saleeby, "The eye wind; a low dawn, fair weather.
near
of
markable
clearness
atmosphere
anour
inherited
from
we
which
havo
S S S'
cestors is one that is used without ef- the horizon, distant objects, such as Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
fort at long range, merely containing hills, unusually visible or raised by reDOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS,, TRAVELERS'
within it an apparatus enabling it ui fraction and what is called a good
"
be
mentioned
STRIPLING-BURmay
day,"
"hearing
the cost of nervous and muscular ef
MONEY
MONEY
FOREIGN
ORDERS
ORDERS,
if
not
of
wind.
wet.
among signs
fort to be used at short range."
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada, Mexico
The general need of glasses arises
' from
All Scrappers.
the necessity in modern life of
and all Foreign Countries.
TffiHBSSEsnCOKSSt'RS
to,
Callahan Id want to git a book to
the use of the eyes at short distances.
av all me relaREMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
If the eye were naturally focused upoi put tl' photographs
i think this wan will do.
near objects the advantage, as Dr tives in.
(.'Jerk But that isn't a family alSaleeby admits, would be great. How'A
bum,
sir; that is a serapbook.
ever, lie continues, "If one ntar.e to
Oh. that's all right, young
Callahan
make a list of the bodily chnntciers of,
man which the amazing rtcvoliipmer.t man; ail av mo relatives are scrapof his intelligence has rendered more pers. Puck.
or less appropriate to his needs than
Rather Negative.
:: ::
U. S. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
originally one would require a
Father Well. Tommy, what did you
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengers over 30 hours between
Icflrn at school today?
Tommy
for
these points over any other routs.
the
Toledo,
Pope
Agents
Buick,
learned that two negatives are equivaRITE3.
GAY, FUNERAL
Full equipment of modarn Cars In
lent to an affirmative. Father And ind Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passenI don't
Curious Ceremonies That Accompany what's an attirmative? Tommy
Pecos Valley to El Pauo and Santa gers. Courteous and expert Chant-feur- s
the
We
far
know.
that
haven't
got
along
Cremation In Siam.
r,
e
In charge of every Car. Seats
and all points in the Estancla Vale t. C h i ca g o X e w s .
McDonalds, Huylers
The funerals of young unmarried la- y
reserved on Auto by applying to
ley and western New Mexico.
dies in Brazil are grewsomely gay, so
Automobiles leav Roswell daily at Agent of El Paso & Southwestern Ky,
Special Rate.
and Gunthers
to speak. The color of the cotliu is
1:00
P. M. connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
The Preacher Have you special rates
bright scarlet, and bright scarlet, too, for
and all points on Rock Island Mexico.
El
Paso
Hotel
The
Clerk
Yes,
clergymen'.'
are the hearse, the livery of the driver,
a
Any
extra.
them
dollar
Laggage allowance 60 lbs.
we
Railway
Sir;
charge
the harness and the plumes that nod
A. M. arriv- amount of Baggage
Prescription Compounding a Specialty
can be carrier
6:00
Leave
Torrance
at
Preacher-Dol- lar
The
extra:
The
Why?
on the heads of the horses.
Clerk-Th- ey
don't patronize the ing at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by notifying Company at Roswell.
But for a gay funeral we must go to Hotel
the cremation of the dead in Siam. bar. Brooklyn Ragle.
J W. STOCKARD
When the body is that of a prince the
Looking Backward.
proceedings are most elaborate. Uold
do you think it is any
"Well,
doctor,
and
the
abound,
pyre
carriages galore
li'mg or Send for what
serious'.'"
i'or anything and everything appertaining to Printiai or Bitidirus
thing
himIs ultimately lighted by the king
you want Telephone or"Oli. not at all! It is merely a boil on
on the Npw Merman Printing Company.
been ig!
have
caudles
with
which
self
ders promptly tilled and
nited at the sacred lamps in the tem- the- back of your neck, but I would
and Delivered.
you to keep your eye on it" Rire,
ples of his palace, which burn uight
and day. The lighting of the funeral
Tickling Coughs, can he surely and
pyre is followed up with sports and quickly loosened with a prescription
the lotus dance. The king promotes
are dispensing everywhere
the mirth by tossing limes to the peo- Druggists
as Dr. Snoop's Cough Remedy. And .!
ple, by whom they are eagerly fought is so very, very different than common
for. as inserted in each are current
medicine. No opium, no Chloro627 in Francises Strsat.
coins of the realm. Darkness having cough
form,
absolutely
nothing harsh or unat length fallen over the land,
and gay Illuminations conclude safe. The tender leaves of a harmless
lung healing mountainous shrub, gives
these curtails funeral rites.
the curative properties to' Dr. Shoop's
Cough Remedy. Those leaves have the
The Word Etiquette.
;
to calm the most distressing
The very high sounding word eti- power
Cough and to soothe and heal the
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Psather andLlnen Drawn Work,
quette had a very humble origin, for most sensitive bronchia! membrane.
remeant
it
a
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems
label,
simply
etiquette
Mothers should, for safety's sake alone
OUR MQTTO: To Have the est of Everything In Our LIm.
ceived lis present signification from
can
the fact that a Scotch gardener who always demand Dr. Shoop's. It
,1
even
with
to
he
freedom
given
perfect
for
laid or.t tile grounds at Versailles
the
Test
it
babies,
youngest
yourself!
L.'ii'.!.-"IV. was much annoyed at the
iw.r:!cr!) walking over his newly made and see. Sold by Stripling, Burrows
& Co.
p.'tlM and at length had labels placed
For anything and everything appertaining to Printiag or Binding
to indicate where they might pass. At
call
the New Mexican Printing Company.
on
It is an admitted fact that real esfirst th.'.'se labels were not attended to,
in
but a hint from high quarters that
tate, financial men and merchants all
future the walks of the courtiers must Bay that quickest and best remiltsare
be within the "etiquettes" or labels obtained
the New
by advertising
was promptly attended to. To keep Mexican.
within the etiquettes became the corH EXAM ETHYLENETETRA MINE.
rect 'thing. The meaning of the phrase
was afterward widened.
The above is the name of a German
chemical, which is one of the most
The Pygmy Cattle of Samoa.
valuable ingredients of Foley's Kidney
The Samoa n Islands are the natural Remedy, Hexamethylenetetramine is
habitat oc the most diminutive specie recognized by medical text books and
FAL8TAFF BOTTLED BEEN.
of variety of the genus bos now known authorities as a uric acid solvent and
ANY QUANTITY
FROM A PINT UP
to the naturalist. The average weight
Take
urine.
for
the
Foley's
antiseptic
of the males of these lllliputian cattle Kidney
Remedy as soon as you notice
seldom exceeds 200 pounds, the aver' any
(irregularities, and avoid a serious
age being not greater than 150 pounds. malady. For sale by Stripling, Bur-'I'iie .feiuales. ujuajljv average aboiit a j rows & Co.
N M
: :
SANTA
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
TO AND FROM RO SWELL.
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ells Fargo & Company

SODA WATER,
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THE IRELAND PHARMACY

J. D. BARNES.
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Manager.
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Curios

120 San Francisco St.

Call up 132 Black for Carriages.

r

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS

w Week

Special Sale

CO.

nly

Latest Novelties in Fall and Winter Dress
Goods.

Of

;

OUR FLAG
OTTO RETSCH,

Proprietor

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
FE
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BRYAN

COULD NOT
PEOPLE.

FOOL

THE

Professional Cards

The campaign just close ! and which
tit the great satisfaction of the great
ATTORN EYSAT-LAmajority ff the citizens of this
MAX FROST
Attornty-at-LrEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Postofflce.
republic ended in Republlcm
New Mexico
Fe
$3.75 victory was the most memorable in Santa
Daily, six mouths, by mail
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
"
its history. A blatherskite and demo
G. W. PRICHARD
I .20
Daily, per week, by carrier
2.00
Weekly, per year
75
and Counselor at Law
who cared nothing for the truth
gogue
Daily, per month, by carrier
Attorney
1.00
Weekly, six months
65
mail
all the District Courts
in
month,
Practices
by
Daily, per
or for facts or for the fair name, great
75
Weekly, per quarter
attention to cases
special
and
Daily, per year, by mail
gives
fame and we'l being of this republic
Territorial
Supreme court.
before the
and a running mate like him were no- Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa tfe, N. M.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
to minated, not by the party that for
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper iu New Mexico. It is sent
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN
many years was the great Democracy
circulation
a
and
as
Attorney-at-Laand
growing
large
every postofflce in the Territory,
and a potent director In the adminisNew Mexico
Cruces
Southwest.
of
the
Las
,
among the intelligent and progressive people
trative and political affairs of this naA. W. POLLARD
tion, but by a, conglomeration of politAjNION
Attorney-at-Laical elements that had for its motto,
District
Attorney, Luna County.
"Rule or Ruin."
New Mexico
Deming
The names? of these candidates are
SPLENDID REPUBLICAN V'CTORY JAPAN PROVES ITS FRIENDSHIP.
EDWARD C. WADE.
IN SANTA FE COUNTY.
During the last few months there William Jennings Bryan and John
Attorney-at-Lamade
has been much alarming talk through W. Kern. On tin; other hand the ReThe Republicans of Santa Fa
Dis
Via Sunreme and
on
l;u
in
record
this
in
out
Tuesday
a proud
publican party
convention, legally
country and many editorials
in
the
the
of
Territory,
There was some treachery and wllii?;r the leading journals have appeared ') and fairly assembled, nominated Wii-Ha- trict Courts
U. S.
the
before
and
:
Courts
Probate
nreciiK-MHoward Taft and James S. Sher
the effect that the people or the
out in three or four of the
and U. S. Land
.
and esiecially in Tesuque and in pre- ikado's empire were very anxious to man as the candidates to oppose the Purveyor General
Offices.
cinct No. IS, Santa Fe. Those who try a contest of arms" with (lie I'nited se'ections of the Bryan partv. These
New Mexico
were in this nefarious and rotten busi- States in order to settle as early as two candidates had life Ions records Las Cruces,
ness are well known and the time for possible the question of supremacy In the public service in the highest
E. C. ABBOTT
They will and Hie control of the great, Pacific distinction and there are no two men
reckoning is approaching.
Attorney-at-Lafor ocean. The more conservative and
this great county who are more
not. be forgotten. They sold out.
Practice in the District and Su
or who are better qualified
sober
the
and
hoodie and the buyers and sellers will
spected
portion
journals
rrompi ana
of the people of (he I'nited States for the hlsh and important duties for preme Courts,
lie exposed in duo course of time.
nt.tpnt.lon .riven to all business.
in this jingo talk which they have been chosen by a
New Mexico
Although much Democratic money have taken no stock
Santa Fe.
and
the
recent
reception extend- great majority of their fellow citizens.
great
was
was used and race prejudice
to the American fleet of sixteen
The campaign was remarkably bitA. B. RENEHAN
brought, into play by the Democratic ed
powerful
battleships which visited the ter, venomous and vindictive against
Attorney-at-Labosses, the Republicans of Santa P'e
of the
and was
Republican candidates
county, luled by the best elements In realm and the ports of the land
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
the community, have done better and the Mikado showy conclusively that conducted unon a nlane of absolute trict. Courts: Mining and Land Law a
were simply roorbacks and flllsehood and slander. It was the most
gained a greater victory than ever be- the reports
specialty. Office in Catron block.
New Mexico
fore in the history of the county. Ro- that the ruler and the pe.onle of the active in the history of this govern- Santa' Fe,
man I j. Baca, candidate for represent- land of the rising sun are real friend- ment and special express trains, auto
CHARLES F. EASLEY
ative ran away ahead of the ticket, ly disposed towards this government mobiles, telephones and telegraph
harto
at
he
desire
pence and
(Late Surveyor General.)
were used in speeding the movement
his majority amounting to over 050. T. and
Attorney-at-LaUnc'e
Sam's
with
mony
country.
B. Catron, for the legislative council,
and actions of the candidates' of the
and
Land
Mining business a spec
a
The
and
Kansas
live
A.
E.
two
and
City Journal,
Miera, for joint representaparties and of their different
tive for Santa Fe and Sandoval coun- inflnenlial journal, published in the speakers and managers and to annihi- ialty.
New Mexico
Santa Te.
ties, received overwhelming majori- great and growing city by the Kaw, late space and time. AH the candidates
a are men of great virility and much
GEORGE B. BARBER.
ties, there being no regular opposition; treats this subject editorially from
to very sensible standpoint saying that manly power as well as brainy. HowW. II. Andrews,
for delegate
and Counsellor at Law
Attorney
the European press and diplomatists, ever, the brains and desires, the ex288
the
in
the District Court and
latter
Practice
Congress,
majority,
who have insisted for the past two perience and the accomplishments
of Sunreme
Courts of the Territory.
being a large gain over the majority
or more that war was inevitable Taft and Sherman were In the right
attention given to all busi
given Delegate Andrews an November, years
in the near future between the Unit- direction whereas the characteristics Prompt
ness.
190(1, which then and there amounted
and Japan, will find it pret- and thoughts of Bryan and Kern were Lincoln Count?.
New Mexico
to 51 votes. Representative Baca's re- ed States
to reconcile their predictions in the wrong direction. This the peohard
ty
to
was
several
markable majority
due
FRANK W. CLANCY
with the enthusiastic display of good ple found out and acknowledged
by
causes. First for the splendid record
Attorney-at-Lathe
and people their votes and by the great majorifeeling
by
government
he made for this city and county
For Second Judlc
of Japan on the occasion of the visit ties rolled ui) for Taft and Sherman.
District
Attorney
in the o5th, With ami i'.Tth legislative
in the District
of the American battleship fleet. The
Practices
District.
ial
The Republic is safe for four years
assemblies, in the latter of which he United States has had
Court of the
Sunreme
mid
Hnnrt.
the
many p'easant to come as the Senate is
was sneaker and did the principal-worstrongly Realso before the United
of the- respect and friendship
proofs
Territory;
and the next House of Reprein securing the appropriation of
of other nations, and the reception of publican
States Sunreme Court in Washington.
also. Inroads have been
sentatives
$50,000 for the extension of the capi-to- l the fleet
New Mexico
Albiinueraue.
the New Zealanders and
by
made by the Republican candidates inbuilding, the erection of the ex- Australians wag tumultously hearty
to the Solid South which bodes great
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
ecutive mansion and ten thousand in fact,
unprecedented in the annals
of this union in
for
the
Attorneys-at-Lafuture
dollars for the erection of the armory of
good
nations; but there has never been
Practice in the District Courts as
building. He was also the main factor anything anywhere in recorded history every way. The Republican party will
make more gains and split the Solid well as before the Supreme Court "rt
in bringing about the passage of other
ln four the Territory.
is
beneficial laws for Santa Fe. Had it heartiness of the
S("lth and
Japanese .welcome
New Mexico
sec Laa Cruces
no
will
be
come
not, becn for the opposition of the to our
to
there
The limperial gov years
union
is
the
differences.
Great
tional
fake reform
and
si'ly
ernment transgressed precedents and
MARK B. THOMPSON
childish administration he would have traditions which
CVC1
tai
Attorney-at-Lapreviously had been uim UU VVUIUS
UL U1U s'caL
done still more. He is also a splendid considered inflexible and the
UI,U1U,
people
District
Attorney Eighth District,
campaigner, untiring and knows the turned out en masse, coming from the:are fo"n(l o be correct when applied
Otero coun
voters thoroughly. They know him and rerr.off.st tmrt of the eoirntrv to testi-- ! f 1hi nation namely, A govern- - Dona Ana, Lincoln and
ties.
evidently believe him the right man Tv their rrnHtnita to the Americans. nlent of the people, by the people and Las Cruces.
New Mexico
for the
place and hence gave who had first opened their eyes to j for tne People."
him this big majority. In addition, he the
HARVIE DUVAL.
blessings of modern civilization.
is very obliging and does favors when- No such
Attbrney-at-LaBefore election Bryan stated and
plans were ever before taken
ever he can. Naturally the vote of by one nation to prove its friendship
and Corporation Law ex
Land.
Mining
the charge openly that the Re
Messrs. Catron and Miera was great, toward another and no sucn demon-- ma(e
in all the District
Practice
clusively.
were
publican campaign managers
to stration was ever so elaborate, and yet
Court. Special at
there being no regular opposition
buying the votes of the people in order Courts and Supreme
these two candidates by the tax dodg- so spontaneous and enthusiastic in its to elect Taft and Sherman to the pres- tention to perfecting titles and organ
ing Larmolo supporters.
of this izing and financing land and mining
intensity of feeling and action. The idency and
The regular county ticket did reart
of
nation. Evidently this wearer of properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
Japanese are masters of the
New Mexico
in two or hospitality, according to the universal
markably well, although
the crown of thorns and the cross of Santa Fe,
three cases, as stated above, there testimony of travelers, and they cer-R0ld," who, within the last six years
H. M. DOUGHERTY
was treachery and underhanded work
tainly excelled themselvea on this oc- - nas become immensely rich by shoot-casioAttorney-at-Laas well as a sale of votes. The
A more delicate compliment jng 0ff nis mouth, endeavored by his
in the Supreme aud Dl
Practices
i:j reliably informed that, ov- could
hardly be Imagined than the charge, iterated and reiterated daily trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
er a thousand dollar was spent by singing of the American anthem in
the campaign, to scare honest Socorro,
New Mexico
the great tax dodger Larrazolo bosses English by ten thousand Japanese during and
loyal voters from casting
patriotic
and considerable of dt in Tesuque, children on the arrival of the fleet,
CATRON AND GORTNER
their ballots for Taft and Sherman,
much of it in Pojoaque and a good Assuredly we cannot imagine ten thou- and Counsellors at Law
for fear that they might be called
Attorneys
deal in San Pedro and Golden.
sand American children undertaking "bought and sold." The results how- Office: Catron Block
Much of the victory may also be the toilsome feat of
New Mexico
show that a great majority of Santa Fe,
learning the
credited to the hard, insistent and anese national sons 'in honor of a Jap- no
took
this
of
voters
country
the
L. O. FULLEN
constant fight made for the Repub'i-c.a- anese fleet; and yet the task was quite stocic in
the silly, malevolent and UnLaw
candidates by the publications of as difficult and tedious, If not. more so, true
AttorneyNedefeated
the
charges and
the New Mexican Printing company, for them as it wou'd be for us, for
District
Ninth
District,
Attorney
blatherskite by a few millions Office over
National
the Daily New Mexican, the Weekly English is a proverbially hard tongue braska
Bank.
First
o votes
His own state he carried but
New Mexican Review and El Nuevo for
New Mexico
And the by a few thousand majority, although Roswell,
foreigners to master.
Mexiicano, which, during the campaign value of the compliment was immea- - ne
stumped dt thoroughly and gave it
daily and weekly, did great and con- surably enhanced by the unstudied ef- WILLIAM M'KEAN
utmost attention. He may try it
the
stant work for every candidate on the forts of the children and grown people
Attorney
asain jn 1912 but if he does a greater
Republican ticket by treating all
alike to testify in numberless ways to nolitical disaster is sure to be his
Mining ani Land Law.
1y and allowing nothing but genuine, the
Naw Mexico
Taos,
sincerity and depth or their good fate.
loyal and true party spirit and strong, feeling toward our officers and sailors
C. W. G. WARD.
constant, energetic and loyal support The Japanese have been called "the
The construction of the branch of Territorial District Attorney for San
of the party and its nominees to con- Yankees of the Orient," and they are
trol its cohimns. Thousands and thou- manifestly proud of the title. Whatev the New Mexico Central Railway from Miguel and Mora counties.
New Mexico
sands of copies of these publications er the critics may argue, or whatever ; Moriarty to the Hagan coal fields has Las Vegas
were distributed throughout the terri- tha fnHira mntr liovo tn
H la ovl. commenced in earnest and as the line
atl
Bhlen
tory at large and in Santa Fe city and dent that the present ties of sympath- - ,s, Kraded
M. C. MECHEM.
?Junction
fFst
the
Monarty,
in
discounty
tic interest and national good will
particular and that this
.
Attorney-at-Lawpoint of the Albuquerque Eastern with
tribution counted greatly is very ap- tstw wwpen Amtnn pnrl .Tnr,
B
New Mexico
the New Mexico Central, and as track Tucumcari,
parent.
genuinely honest and strong. If It. is
The New Mexican takes great plea- true, as is generally thought, that the work from Frost station to the Hagan Jesse G. Northcutt
C. J. Roberts.
sure in congratulating the Republicans United States and Japan hold the fu- coal fields is not very difficult, it may
&
NORTHCUTT
ROBERTS.
of this county for the gallant and ef- ture dominion of the Pacific in their be confidently expected that the road
fields will he completed
Attorneys at Law.
ficient fight they made against boodle, hands, it. is greatly to be hoped that to the
months'
is
it
Wlthin
three
thereafter
Offices:
Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
the buying of votes and dirty political they will always feel that there is
e
to
the
management
by
proposed
tricks
Colorado.
and sincerely congratulates plenty of room for both in the illim.it
them upon the happy result. The peo- able "trade of renaissant China, ulth te,nrl the road to Al1!),'queT(; thrUgl1
enmo.
pnnvnn wntfn
H. R. PUTNAM
ple of Santa Fe county are sure of a Ha p;nn nnn nnn nonnio with pvpq half
wnar.
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Court
nn0noj
Commissioner and
U.
be found feasible nevertheless
.
fn,ihA effort
lent conntv administration and wiiUn. Unptii
luxuries
Conveyancer.
reason
to believe that
There is good
joy the services of very able, com-- ' and necessities of civilized life. It
Lo-and Real Estate.
road will be completed to the Duke
the
and
a
influential
and
be
would
sad
petent
abhorrently
thdng
representative
u
New Mexico.
Texico,
as--, inhumane for two such virile nations
LJ
in the Thirty-eight,
legislative
ue u. ijiiuii iu central
i ceriuiuiy
wi
of
Correspondents asking information
to become so crazed with the lust
sembly.
New Mexico in particular and to the
to
as
commercial
or
greed,
conquest,
concerning the Territory of New MexUncle Joe Cannon is ail right, De quarrel over the rich spoils of trade territory in general. There cannot be
too many railroads ln the Sunshine ico, promptly answered.
spite his age of three score and ten and break the bonds of peace amity
he carried his Congressional district and mutual sympathy which now bind Territory.
W. A. FLEMING JONES.
regard.
by a very satisfactory majority them in
Bonds and Investments.
Grand old Valencia county came to
against the labor element and against j
.T
Commissioner
S.
for the Third
U.
the hostility of the ministers of the Among the counties that did splen- the front on election day last Tuesday.
Methodist-Episcopachurch. Evident- - didly for the Republican ticket. last It rolled up a splendid majority of 1.142 Judicial District of New Mexico.
l
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
ly the people of Illinois put him at his Tuesday. was tight little McKinley. votes for statehood, and for Andrews Eastern and local bank references.
ticket.
for
best
Va'encia,
full worth and considered it
Despite Its small voting population the and the Republican
the interests of the nation and of their results were very gratifying to the especially .under the leadership of
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.
state to return him to the House of Republican party and it brought in a Hon. Solomon Luna, can always be
be- (Late Territorial Englnar.)
Republican majority of within two counted upon to do the right thing, at
Ttepresenatives for another term,
re- - , votes of the estimate made by the Re- - the right time and prove itself one of
Irrigation, Water Supply. Railroad
Ing thoroughly satisfied with the
years' service publiican central committee before the the strongest bulwarks of Ihe Repub- and Bridge Building.
suit of his twenty-twNew Mexico
ncan party oi Aew Mexico.
:.
Santa Fe.
el(pt!cn. Bully for MCKiniey county.
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CONY T. BROWN
How to Cure a Cold.
Mining Engineer,
Be as careful as you can you will ocSecretary and Treasurer New Mexi casionally take-cold- ,
and when yon
co School of Mines.
do, get a medicine of known reliability
Now Mexico one that has an established
Socorro,
reputation?
and that is certain to affect a quick
JOHN K. STAUFFER
cure. Such a medicine is ChamberNotary Public
lain's Cough Remedy. It has gained a
Office with the New Mexican Print world-widreputation by its remarking Company.
able cures of this most common ail
iSfnw Mexico
Santa Fe
ment and can always be depended upon. It acts on nature's plan, relieves.
OSTEOPATHY
the lungs, adds expectoration, opens
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
the secretions and aids nature in retreats
acute
and
Successfully
the system to a healthy conchronic diseases without drugs o: storing
dition. During the many years in
medicines. No charge for consulta
which it has been in general use we
tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
have yet to learn of a single case of
Hours:
m..
o. m. 'Phone 1E.
cold or attack of the grip having resulted in pneumonia when this remeDR. F. C. BAKES.
dy was used, which always shows conOculist.
that it is a certain prevenOffice Hours.
A. M.,
P. M. clusively
tive
of
that
dangerous disease. ChamPhone C15. Suite 9 Barnett Bldg.
berlain's Cough Remedy contains no
New Mexico
Albuquerque
opium or other narcotic and may be
given as confidently to a baby as to
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the an
adult. For sale by all druggists.
air passages, stops the irritation in
the throat, soothes the inflamed memand
Legal blanks both English
branes, and the most obstinate cough
Mexsale
New
for
the
Spanish
by
Sore
inflamed
and
disappears.
lungs
are healed and strengthened, and the ican Printing company.
cold is expelled from the system. Re
Read the pain formula on a box of
fuse any but the genuine in the yel
low package. For sale by Stripling, Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your
Burrows & Co.
doctor if there is a better one. Pain
means
pressure,
congestion blood
Engraved cards oe visve and wed
Pink
Pain
Dr.
Shoon's
somewhere.
New
at
a
the
invitations
ding
specialty
Mexican Printing office. An one stand- Tablets check headache pains, womaning in need of such will do well to ly pains, pains anywhere. Try one, and
call at this office and examine sam- see! 20 for 25c. Sold by Stripling,
Burrows & Co.
ples, style of worit and prices.
e
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OF SANTA FE.

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1870
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice

ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

President.

Assistant Cashier

Loans
Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
and colmoney on the most favorable terms on all kind of personal

-

stoeks

lateral security. Buys and sells bonds, and

markets for

In nil

its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rivate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rat

VeI lat

"

I

undivided Profits, I63,50f.

nd

Surplus

Capital Stock, $150,000.

k

I

5, 1908

of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
ixecutes all orders of Its patrons In he banking line, and alir.a to

men-of-wa-

xtend to them as llberrl treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with safety ano the principles of sound banking. 8afety deposit boxes

,

for rent. The patronage of tr.s public

respectfully solicited.

l

1

y

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Pr opt.

One of the Best Hotels in the West

New-Mexica-

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers
'

0

Santa Fe,

Jap-:eVe- r,

Mew Mexico.

Washington Avenue

-
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AMKRIOAH AlfD
KUKOPBAN PLA
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Commodious Sample Iooms
Postal Telegraph Office
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Short Order

Steam Heated: Electric
Every Room

fal

Iff merit Open
W
Night,

a Good One,
i

"

.

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

Depart-Lighte-

d,

Day . and

THE RE8T,

DO

-

Hotel Coronado

ns

,T,

h

One of

tie Host

Cafe.

Short Order Bestanrants in
--

the morning to a.
1

tie City

m.

CENTRAL LOCATION.

;

I

rHE ONLY RESTAURANT THAT RUNS

A

i

CHARCOAL' BRQILEI

Prices are Reasonable
i
K.
0.
season
in
Meats
the
on
hand
always
Everthing

,

'

lo-fla- te

OPEN FROM 5.30 in

high-minde-

o

Op

&

j

Rooms in connection, 30c and & up Hot Cold Water Bathg,
Electric lights. Every room good one,
i.
G. LUPE

HRRERA. Proprietor,

8anta Fe, New Mexico.
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SANTA

will be glad to learn of
Colonel R. E. Twitch-!!-

his election.
of Las VeWis, assistant solicitor for the Santa
Fe railway in New Mexico, and who
was one of the leading official.-,- of the
..
at .... .National
oixieenm
irrigation Congress
and a prominent factor in maldn:-- the
same a success, Is in the city oi h'gal

PERSONAL MENTION

The having

Mrs. L. B. Drew of Kingman, Arizona, was registered at the Norman-diyesterday.
H. L. Cock, hailing; from Kansas
City, was a sojourner at the Claire
hotel today on business.
Mrs. T. K. Xeoper of Mexico City,
appears aninng the tcuests at the Hotel Claire today. She is a tourist.
District Attorney Jl. C. Gortner was
ajmssenger for Albuquerque this eve-tning, where he attended to tegal busi-- ,
ness.

If you are trinity,

you have some of your, money

left over.

The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will oDly persistently save it. What if it does only amount
re
to a few dimes or nickels a
are going to be a great
and nickels will
dimes
life!
and
in
these
many days
your
grow into a good large sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.
day-the-

H

STAIES BANK

Heater

business for his road. He is very :;roat-lgratified at the election of W. H.
Andrews and proud of San Miguel
county which gave the delegate 700
majority.
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo, merchant 1111(1 Khpon raiser at El Rito, came
ttKvn last nlSnt t( visit lrs- Jaramillo who is here with her mother.
Colonel Jaramillo did very good work
for the Republican tick-ein Rio Arriba county where Delegate Andrews
ran behind despite the good work done
by the leading Republicans there. One
of the principal reasons for this slump
is attributed to the opinion of many of
the sheep owners that Delegate Andrews is responsible for the creation
of the National Forests in that county.

Stop and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut

-

has him as a guest.
Mrs. J. G. Schumann left yesterday
afternoon via the New Mexico Central
for St. Ixniis, Missouri, for an extended visit to relatives,

Attorney A. B. Renehan left this
morning for Albuquerque on legal
business. He was called there by a
message from Hon. Solomon Luna.
S. B. McArthur,
registering from
the Queen City of (he Plains, is In
town on personal affairs and was a
guest at the Palace hotel.
II. C. Reed, in business in San
Podro mining district, south Santa Fe

Li r

"4- -.
r-

-

-

W

'ia

J

.il
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your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled
the heating power of
your coal. The result
will be the strongest of

r.

M

i

all arguments why you
ought to own a Wilson

(Continued On Page Eight.)

Hot Llast Heater. It is
constructed upon en

The Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe's
popular Sl.50 a day hotel, la now un
der the management of Hugh F.

tirely original prinExtensive improvements are beciples, which are so
ing made, the cuisine materially imeflkient
thoroughly
proved and the new landlord proposes
to make the Normandie the best modand practical as to
in the territory.
county, was noticed in town today. He erate priced hotel
Give this hotel a try.
make the Wilson the
was a guest at the Claire.
,
Antonio Labato. farmer near
greatest heater in the
was here today to visit relatives
world. Chief among
and to purchase ranch supplies. He
is registered at the Normandie.
these is the famous
WVWA w 'utires"": nml slwuM know
liuuui.
VwXjV
A. J. Bushwick, a business man in
the Windy City, spent the day here on
commercial affairs. He had his name
!'"lt. II CIUWIM'9
on the Claire hotel register.
Ask YOnr
for f'
Carter Llvesay, of Golden, a miner A. jiw ciiiinub supply
"13u-Wf9t.
A It V E h. aiTept no
m
Nfy.
in that section of the county, was reggeaertted are
It eire
through which all
Ii:ii8tratcil book
istered at the Claire today. He came fn'l mirtiniiliira and u'rcctintio in- I. O.
vnrml.U. to lniltl'8. il A I:
burned, eliininatin? p'1 wrr;iv.
to town on personal business.
U iU.v attd street. !iW UKk.
J. W. Douglas and wife of Denver
Its MONEY in your Pocket, COAL In your bin, and COM FORT In your home
were among those who registered at
Ito own a Wilson SEE
E
CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.
the Claire hotel yesterday. They are
Maphonee No!83;lted WE SELL FURNITURE
0nlyinCt'h,S?:l,etty:.St0Ck
on a sightseeing tour of the country.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Trinder, of Denver, Colorado, came to the city last
A. M. Dcttelbach Manager.
evening and registered at the Palace
hotel. They are traveling for pleasure.
i
WE LEAD, OTHERS FOLLOW.
VP,
J. P. Goodlander, St. Louis traveling
Inman, who visits this city regularly,
terviewed Santa Fe merchants in his
lines today and had a room at the

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW
THE UNITED

WILSON

-

j

Why it just means making a man of you.
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contented.

ij

y

Frank Butler is a visitor in the'
capital from Albuquerque and here on
P' rsonal business. The Palace bote!

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALL THIS?
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TRUST COMPANY

pays 4 percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

Du-Va- l.

Glori-eta-

LIVERY STABLE

lilt-

-

wuniu-iii-

rirni-eii- rt

RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES. SUKRIES, RC&S.

meS,

FINE

CALL UP 'PHONE

s

gc-se-

Down Draft

V K

NO. 9

US-W-

Line.

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

Mm

r
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OPERA HOUSE

I

TONIGHT

YOU

Claire.

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

PROGRAM

V. W. Richardson and S. M. Doug,
whti. you strike this establishment. las of Stanley, south Santa Fe county,
We handle nothing but
were here on personal business today.
at the Normandie hoFLOUR AND FEED They registered
FIRST-CLAS-

once.
8ol Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STCK FOOD
m

i vr.

ik.

tel.
W. E. Gortner, court stenographer
of the Fourth judicial district at Las
Vegas was among the guests at the
Palace hotel last night. Legal business brought him here.
Dr. W. W. Wilkinson, of the mining
town of Silverton, Colorado, was a
guest at the Palace hotel yesterday
and today. He i3 looking into New
Mexico mining conditions.
Miss Alexia Durant and mother of
St. Louis came to town last evening

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Assurance

Ths Colorado patiocal Life

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, Manafler for Mew Mexico
Catron

N. M.

Block

CUT PRICES

CUT PRICES

1

8

Night

'Phone

.

No

A SPECIALTY.

Two Shows Daily, 7:30 and 8:45 p. m.
10c
Admission
20c
Seats
Reserved
and are sojourners at the Palace hoMATINEE.
tel. Miss Durant and mother will spend
at 3:30 p. m.
Saturday
Every
on
of
the cottages
the winter in one
10c
Adult3
the Caram National Forest for the .hildren
5c
latter's health.
John Pfleuger, merchant and postmaster at Lamy, was among the Capital visitors today. He came here on
commercial affairs. The result in the
Lamy precinct shows that Mr. Pfleuger did fine work for the Republican
party there.
Probate Judge Victor Ortega, of
Chimayo, was in town today attending
the session of the court. He is well
pleased with the results of the election In Santa Fe county and his precinct Chimayo showed up very well
for the Republican ticket.
Frank Boond, of the mercantile
firm of George "W. Bond and Brother,
of Espanola and A. C. Springer of the
pame place registered at the Palace
hotel last night. They are looking after a large shipment of sheep to Colorado feeding grounds.
Judge T. C. Tillotson, the new register of the United States land office
at Roswell, has leased a home in that
town and will move his family there
at an early date. He was appointed to
the position two weeks ago and has
;
taken charge of the office.
Hon. Antonio Joseph, of Ojo Caliente
to Congress from the territory and proprietor of the celebrated
hot springs, came to the city from the
north last evening and took a room at
the Claire hotel. Mr. Joseph is well
and favorably known in this city.
Hon. J. W. Raynolds, who for the
WE HAVE FANCY
past two months has done yoemen
of
as
the Republican
work
secretary

1

10
I

territorial

Special Announcement
secured the agency of a well known
eastern suit house, and are now prepared
to take orders for ladies fine tailored suits
in the latest styles and colors. Fit and workman- ,
'.:
':,',
r
ship guaranteed. . Call and look over samples of
' '
which there is a large variety
.

W
-

e have

''.'.

.;

V

THURSDAY

Hi
us.

,,

central

committee, left,

yesterday, for Pastura for a visit to
the sheep ranches of the Solado Livestock company in Guadalupe county.
District Attorney Alexander Read,'
of Tlerra Amarilla, , was among yesterday's arrivals in town. Mr. Read,
was among the Republican leaders
who performed good services on election day in his own precinct in which;
he reduced the Larrazolo majority or
two years ago to a great extent.
of
Hon. Harper S. Cunningham,
was
who
Guthrie, Oklahoma,
recently
a visitor In New
spending
gome time here and in Albuquerque,
wired yesterday that he was
as a state senator on the Repul
llcan ticket from his district hy a majority of eleven hundred, which is pretty good success in Democratic Oklahoma. Mr. Cunningham has many
friends here and in Albuquerque, who

G

:

We

To your dollar than it ever pulled

Mill

be-

fore.

THE RACKET STORE
P

RICE MAKERS

C. A. BISHOP.

O. C. WATSON

O. C WATSON & COMPANY
GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE

IAVOID

U.S.

FIDELITY & GUARANTY CO OF BALTIMORE M0

EMBARRASSING OBLIGATIONS

If you are elected to some official position this coining election
you wiil be required to nive a bond for the falthfull performance of
your duties. I Hi not ask your friend to nIbh the same for you.
when our Surety Company will sisn for a Hinall premium. l?e free
from emhan assinK obligations in the mutter of your liond.
OUK BATES ARK LOW. Most Bonds Can Vie Written Here
In Our Office. If you will write or telephone, we will bs pleased to
furnish promply any information desired.

fll Qn
"LOU,
531

Jellies

San Francisco St 'Phone
Call

AND

FOR

Heaters, Rugs, and Linoleums
306--

'

Grapes
at their best

Mission Desks, Office Chairs

minq & Undertaking

Change of Program Every
MONDAY

BOYS
and :
GIRLS

Got some healthy, romping, real children
at your house The kind that are everlastingly kicking out their shoes
are the youngsters we want to see-have shoes they can't kick out!
YES THAT'S WHAT WE'VE GO- TTom Boy and School Shoes $1.35 to $2.00
worth 50c pair more
Krome Elk $2.00 to $2.50 will last as long
as 3 ordinary pairs.
WE WILL HITCH A BIGGER LOAD

Concord
I

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

E

River."

.5.

Company

Denver Colorado.

Santa Fe,

(Edison's Latest Picture)
"LIFE'S BUT A GAME OF CARDS"
Song "She Sleeps By the Suwanee

'

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
TY
Only Exclusive Grain House In S snta Fe. New Meylew.

N

"The Promise."
"An Indian's Honor."

S

TLose who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know out flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. II you are one.. of these
you should give us a trial order at

A.

PICTURES.

LIFE. ACCIDENT, STEAM BOILER.
AUTOMOBILE.
PLATE
CLASS.
FIRE & BURGLARY INSURANCE.

K0DK

PEACHES,
PEARS,
PLUMS & ETC

)

mm

AART MURES
AND FRAMING

SUPPLIES
WaMaksa
Specialty oi

DEVELOPING PRINTING
AND ENLARGING.

Mail orders given prompt attention.
Send for Catalogue.
HOWLAND & DEWEY, COMPANY,
510 S. Broadway, Las Angeles, Calif.

NEW MEXICO

DUDROW & W0NTENIE

Mission Grapes

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND

h.s.co.

EMBALMERS

;

v;

v;

Black and White Hearse,

ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING
106

Palace Avenue. Elks' Hall.' Telephone

142.

Night

152

House.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA 1'E,
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exico Central F(atIdoad

fiew

;

ONLY ONE

Time Table.
RKAl) UP

KKAD DOWN

"BEST."

Fe People Give Credit
Credit is Due.

Santa

A

Where

People of Santa Fe who Buffer with
NO. 2
Altitude
NO 1
Mlf.KS
STATIONS
Rick kidneys and bad backs want a
kidney remedy that can be depended
5 20 p in
7,000
Ar.
Santa K
0
2 25 p in
l,v.
"
4 05 p in
upon. The best is Doan's Kidney Pills,
B.050
22
3 ati p m
Kwini'dy
"
3 05 p in
41
4 85 p ni
a
medicine for the kidneys only, made
Stanley
"
2 22 p in
6,250
hi
6 14 p m
Morlarty
"
55
6,175
61
Mcintosh
pin from pure roots and nerCs, and th
5 40 1) Ul
only one that is backed by cures In
6,140
KSTANtli A
6 06 p 111
68
j&
12 25 p in
Santa Fe. Here's Santa Fe testimony:
6,125
VVUIIard
'J
80
6 39 p 111
11 55 a in
6.210
hroKi'exo
92
7 09 p 111
Tomas Baca, living on Cerillos
"
11 35 a in
6.295
Blanca
1)9
7 28 p 111
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Five
6.475
lo 15 a in
Lv.
street,
8 10 p III
Ar.
ll'i
"
10 50 a in
12 49 n in
A r,
Doan's Kidney Pills, procurI'lirvaniM'
2 V a in
l.v,
8 48 p 111
ago
years
10 40 a in
I.v. 10 40 p in
Kaunas City
7 0(1 a in
9 30 p III
Ar.
at
ed
Ireland's
"
02
m
Pharmacy brought me
10
8
59
a in
p
St. Louis
7 0") p Ml
7 55 H in
"
9 00 pm
1130 pm
that I was pleased
Ohicnuo
11 45 a ill
relief
such
6 50 a 111
great
"
1 15 p m
6 20 p m
Kl I'aso
r.
8 00 a m
5 BO p
to tell people of Santa Fe what means
to employ if they suffered from backTickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive ache
or any of the troubles which
gency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets and literature of the various arise from weak and inactive kidneys.
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers,
Prior to using Doan's Kidney Pills
free upon application.
backache had been a source of annoyrast frtight servics to and from all Eastern and Western markets.
ance to me for about three years.
J. P! LYNG.
Though I was never laid up on account
-- i
oil it there were days when I did not
CITY FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
feel able to work. The use of one box
of Doan's Kidney Pills relieved me and
I was well for six months, but hard
Inbor brought on a return of the trouble. This attack, like the former was
quickly and thoroughly dispelled by
Doan's Kidney Pills. I have no desire
'to retract anything stated in my original endorsement and would like it
1

ft

.

Ton-mic-

111

lllf ll.

liSli

US.

mil
t

1

i

'I

B

understood that

I

still

as

heartily

recommend Doan's Kidney Pills as
when they first came to my notice."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milbur- n
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

mimm w.

3

States.

PASSENGER

I SCHEDULE

In Effect July 14. 1908.
Miles From
Irs Moines

No. 1.
DAILY
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
12
12

8
3
4
4
4

!5
6
6

J

i.

7.
7,

a. m.

00
12
35
50
05

a.
a,

a.
a.
20 a.
45
20
45
30
60
15
45
55
60
15
35
08
10
23
45

a.
p.
p.

4
11
16

liedman

Art.

49

Lv.

42

An-- ,

Thompson
Cunningham
Clifton House Junction
HA TON N

7

An- -

Clifton House Junction

"

Lv,
Lv

7
13
23

Preston

49

Koehler
Koehler Jnct.
Colfax
Oerrososo
CIMAKRON N. M.
N.
Nash

58
56
68
77
83
88
94

Lv

M,

p.

a.

11 15

a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.
a.

47

35

$10
9
9
7

43

25

50
7 40
7 25
7 00

50
53
59

Harlan
Ute Fark

89

12 05

33
41

Lv

p.

811 40
11 06

20

An-- .

15

65 p.
35 p.
4 25 p.
3 55 P.
3 30 p.
2 55 p.
2 30 p.
12 25 p.

24
18

M

30 p,

5
5
4
4

29

M

2

daily:

49
45
38
32

Lv

,,
,,

VlKil

31
42

p. 111.
p. in,
p 1U.
p. 111.
p. 111.
p, 111.
p. 111.
p. HI.
p. 111.
p. 111.
p. m.

;M.

Capulln

20
25

p.m.

N

Lv l)es Moines,
Kumaldo,

0

m.
ni.
m.
m,
m
m.
ni.
m.

No

Miles From
Katon

STATIONS.

a'

N.
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson,
M., 6:15 p. m.
No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
$ Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train
9:55 a. m.
N. M.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston,
as follows:
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines
BOUND.
SOUTH
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
&
S.
A.
T.
TracK connection with
&
& S. at Des Moines, E. P & S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
M.
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N.
New Mexico: Ocate,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in
Red
Lakes.
and
Aurora
Rayado,
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
and
Taos
Twining.
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City,'
(I

J. DEDMAIV

B,

Superintendent
RATON,

N-

-

VV. A. GORMAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
V. Pres. and Gen Mgr. Gen- Pass- Agent
-

RATON, N.

M.

Going

M-

RATON,

-

-

N-

-

to EI Paso?
at 11:10 A. JW.
Paso at 5:30 P. M.

At Torrance

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant joiuxiey via
the S. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the first time you have occas-siou

to go El Paso.
V.

R- -

STILES,

General Passenger Agent.
D,

El Paso, Texas,

D iRECT

UTE

TO

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
Colorado Springs aad Paeblo is Via the

Denver & Bio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the San

Juan country
'

of Colorado.

For information as to rates,
literature, etc., call on or address
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.

Denver, Colo.

t-- iin

service, descriptive
.F H. McBRIDE, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

TO7HEN in aeed of
V V thing on Earth tty a
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

It will positive! bring results.

name

'Doan's

and

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

M.

SCHEMER.

Mist Weary Rid Herself of I
Mr. Boreiey.
"Oh, Mr. Boreiey," said Miss Wear
when the clock in the drawing room
pointed to 0, "I wonder if I could gel
you to do me a great favor!"
"
am yours to command. Mlsn
Weary," replied Boreiey gallantly.
"Vou are very good, I'm sure. Tin
favor is that you would post a lettei
for me as you go homo."
"I will do so with the greatest pleasure," said lie as he settled himsell
comfortably back In his chair.
"I would not trouble you with It,"
she went on, "but It is rather important that It should be started toward
its destination tonight, as I am extremely anxious for it to reach my
friend without loss of time."
"You may depend upon me, Miss
I always remember
letters
Weary.
which are given me to post. I never
was known to carry one about In an
Inside pocket for two or three weeks,
as is the manner of my sex."
"1 was sure I could trust you, Mr.
Boreiey. and you will pardon me foi
Bayiug again that it is Important thai
the letter leave here tonight." As sh
spoke she went to u little writing table nt the end of the room and returned with the letter. "Here it is, Mr.
Boreloy," she said. "The last collection at the box on the next corner It
made at 0:20 precisely."
Mr. Boreiey looked at his watch.
"Why." he said, "I have barely time
to get there before the pillar box it
cleared. Good night, Miss Weary."
"Yon are so good, Mr. Boreiey,
Good night. Be assured that I appreciate your kindness. You will call
again soon, I hope."
As Miss Weary went upstairs she
said to herself:
"A girl nowadays has to be a regular schemer if she is to get any
beauty sleep." Cassell's Journal.

five-yea-

ad-niir-

1-- 4

4

4

4

4

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

fBATEBMAL SOCIETIES

Palace,

MASONIC.

Hvm

FOREST NOT COAL LAND.
(Notice For Publication.)
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
October 20th, 190S.
Notice is hereby given that Luciana
Sweet Innocence.
Lujan, widow of Dolores Tafoya. of
This is the first year "out" of a
Santa Fe, N. M., has filed notice ot
r
certain pretty little Baltimore girl, but
her intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, viz: she is promising. Not long ago at :i
Homestead Entry No. 7CS0 (02222) dance a young man who had for soma
time been an ardent but bashful
made October 15, 1903, for the SE
succeeded in getting his nerve
Sec. 23,
SW
Sec. 22, SW
SE
up to the point of asking her to sii
Sec. 2G and NE
NW
XW
Sec. 27, Township 17 N., Range out a dance with him in a little nook
NE
10 E., and that said proof will be made beneath the stairs well screened by a
before Register or Receiver, at Santa bank of palms.
"I I don't know whether I should da
Fe, N. M.. on December 3rd, 190S.
in
She names the following witnesses that." she said, twisting her fan
at
him
her
and
from
bands
looking
up
to prove her continuous residence upbeneath long lashes, "but yes, I will."
on, ami cultivation of the land, viz:
er you don't think it would
Antonio Lujan, Monico Carrillo, Ore- be"Why
he said, blushing.
improper?"
of
gorio Lujan and Isabel Tafoya, all
"
she hesitated, "but the lasi
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
time I sat there with a young man-- he
MANUEL R. OTERO,
kissed me."
Register.
AVith a sudden light in his eyes the
youth led Hie way toward the palm
It isn't so difficult to strengthen a bank. Philadelphia Public Ledger.
weak stomach lif one goes at it. corToo Tall For Comfort.
rectly. And this is true of the Heart
and Kidneys. The old fashioned way
of dosing the Stomach or stimulating
the Heart or Kidneys is surely wrong'
Dr. Shooi) first pointed out this error.
Go to the weak or ailing nerves of
these organs," said he. Each inside organ has its controlling or "inside
nerve." When these nerves fail those
organs then must surely falter. The
vital truth is leading druggists everywhere to dispense and recommend Dv.
Slioop's Restorative. A few days'
will sure'y tell! Sold by Stripling, Burrows & Co.
1-- 4

1-- 4

4

"N-no,-

5, 1908.

E. E. Trinder and wife, Denver; W.
W. Wilkinson, Silverton, Colorado; A.
C. Spring,
Frank Bond, Espanola;

Miss Durant and mother, St. Louis;
W. E. Gortner, C. W, G. Ward, Las
S.
B. McArthur,
Vegas;
Denver;
Frank Butler, Albuquerque.
Claire.
Mrs. T. K. Neeper, Mexico City; .1.
W. Douglas and wife, Danver; J. P,
Goodlander, St. Louis; R. L. Cock,
Kansas City; O. J. Bushwick, Chica
go; Alexander Read, Tierra Amarilla;
Antonio Joseph, Ojo Caliente; David
Goetz, Willard Goetz, Newton, Kan- sap; Julius Clark, W. R. Hill, Chicago;
H. C. Reed, San Pedro; Carter Live-say- ,
Golden; H. O. Snyder, Albuquerque; R. E. Willett, Wellington. Kansas; It. H Roberts C. A. Vergil, May-fielKansas; Nathan Sluesser, F. C.
Hath, Ed Fassett, Raton; John Pfleu-ger- ,
T. W. Hanna, Lamy.
Normandie.
Mrs. L, E. Drew, Kingman, Arizona;
D. E. Miles, Center, Colorado; W. W.
Richardson, S. M. Doug'as, Stanley;
Mrs. L. M. Randall, Miss Clara D.
True, Espanola; Mr. and Mrs. A. D.
Bolts, Las Vegas; B. J. Hamilton,
Buckman; Antonio Lobato, Glorieta;
J. S. Talbot, Dallas.
Coronado.
J. L. Bussard, Denver; A. B. Howard, Albuquerque; William Rivera, F.
L. Sawyer, Butte, Montana.
.

Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Regular communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
1, A.

J.

ni

N. L. KING.

ALAN R.

Worthy Master.
M'CORD, Secretary.

Sunt:. Fe Chanter No. 1
R. A. M. Regular convocation second Monday
of eaeh mnnH, ot iu- nic Hall at 7:30 p. in.
SSPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
-

Santr Fe Coramandjry

MSf
"

conclave
fourth Mon- day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
H. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14, ,

Secretary
B. P. O. E.
writes: ""Preventics,
those little Candy Cold Tablets are
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O.
working wonders in my parish." Preventics surely will check a cold, or holds its regular session on the sec-nand fourth Wednesdays of each
the Grippe, in a very few hours. Aad
Preventics are so safe and harmless month. Visiting brothers are invited
No quinine, nothing harsh nor sicken- and welcoma.
T. P. GABLE,
ing. Fine for feverish, restless chilExalted Ruler
dren. Box of 48 at 25 cents. Sold by
J. D. SENA.
&
Co.
Stripling, Burrows
Secretary.
The New Mexics.fl Printing company
and
has ready and for sale
Winter blasts, causing pneumonia,
correct compilations of the territorial
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of pleurisy and consumption will soon be
the territorial road laws, pprice 50 here. Cure your cough now, and
cents, and of the territorial mining strengthen your lungs with Foley's
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These Honey and Tar., Do not risk starting
can be purchased by applying in per- the winter with weak lungs, when Foson or by mail at the office of the ley's Honey and Tar will cure the
company.
most obstinate coughs and colds, and
prevent serious results. For sale by
How to Treat a Sprain.
Burrows & Co.
Sprains, swellings and lamneness Stripling,
are promptly relieved by Chamberlain's Pain Balm. This lintiment reEngraved cards ae vise and wedduces inflammation and soreness so ding invitations a specialty at the New
that a sprain may be cured in about Mexican Printing office. An one standthe time required by the ing in need of such will do well to
usual treatment. For sale by all drug- call at this office and examine samgists.
':,'4$! ples, style of work and Drices.
A clergyman

a

d

one-thir-

d

trt

The seals and record booRs lor notaries public for sal by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates.' Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing company, Santa Fe. New Mexico,

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

Be in EI

the
, Remember
take no other.

IX

Tourist Have you a bed for me?
What Would You Do?
Host All too short. Can give you a
In case of a burn or scald what shakedown in
the boniing
would you do to relieve the pain?
I'la tter.
Such injuries are liable to occur in
any family and everyone should be
A Social Warning.
prepared for them. Chamberlain's
"I think," said the young man who
Salve applied on a soft cloth will re- had just arrived In Crimson Gulch,
lieve the pain almost instantly, and "that 1 shall make a few informal
unless the injury ds a very severe one, calls."
will cause the parts to heal without
"Stranger," said Broncho Bob earleaving a scar. For sale by all
nestly, "don't do it. Whether you're
callin', raisin' or layin' down, take my
advice and observe all the formalities
The New Mexican Printing com- of the game." Washington Star.
pany has on hand a large supply of
The Bugville Tailor.
pads and tablets suitable for school
Dragon Fly So you are trying the
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good every whero. We lidvertlsing novelty of charging $2 fof
will sell them at 5 cents In book form. each trousers leg? Expect to do much
business?
Tailor Beetle 1 should say so. Mr.
i
RAW LUNGS.
has just given me an order.
Centiped
AVhen the lungs are sore and in-- Chicago News.
flamed, the jrerms of pneumonia and
constipation find lodgement and multiIt Was His Funeral. .
ply. Foley's Honey and Tar cures the
The Lawyer (who is drawing Mr.
cough germs, cures the obstinate rackSnarler's last will and testament) Oh,
ing cough,' heals the lungs and pre- but if I may make a suggestion, don'
vents serious results. The genuine is you
.in the yellow
Mr. Snarler Hang it all, who's dying
package. For sale by
Stripiin, Burrows & Co.
you or me,
eh?-Ske- tch.

The New Mexican Pnntr&g company
Today.
"Why fovea your child to learn fig
prepared to furnish cards Qe vite
or ladies and for gentlemen on short nres at, so early an age?"
"That's all right. I want him to be
notice In first class style at reasonable
rices, either engraved
or printed, able to tell the number when he 18
tall at the New Mexican Printlngcom- - knocked down by an automobile."
Fllegende Blatter.
Colds and Croup in Children.
'
Neighbors,
"My little girl is subject to colds."
Mrs. MeCnfffrly to Mrs. O'Rafferty,
Be
says Mrs. William H. Ser.ig, No. 41,
.'is
As
Indy could bo,
Fifth St., Wheeling, W. Va. "Last win- Wld pllstrit
all hands the tub In an1
bin' fin'
ter she had a severe spell and a ter"The top av tho mornin' to ye!"
rible cough but I cured her . with
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy without ffez Mrs. O'Rnfferty to Mr McCafferty,
WW the clock half pnsht twilve, do ye
the aid of a doctor, and my little boy
see,.
has been prevented many times from An' the
wanhin'
tin' flappln' an'
having the croup by the timely use of
flyln'.
The mlrtaie av th noonday to ye!"
this syrup?', This remedy is for sale by
all druggists.
Bcz Mrs. McCafferty to Mrs. O'Rafferty,
In the llnea aftlior ta,
ehates
an' the pillcases art
the
Wid
both
blanks
and
banish
Legal
shtuck In their faces.
clo'esplna
Spanish for sale by the New Mex
"The bottom av t!w ttventn' to ye!"
lean Printing company.
Maloolm Douglass In St. Nicholas,
Is

1
The King of All

Cylinder Machines

The new "BQ" Columbia Graphophone is the one mschine of
its kind. It embodies the very points which have made the
great success of the Disc Graphophones. Compact, convenient, shapely and simple, it is an entirely new departure
v
in talking ma'chine design.

It has the famous Columbia Aluminum Tone Arm and a
big Bower horn swings in any directioa.

Columbia Graphophone
Type "BQ" on Easy Terms
with a complete outfit of Columbia Cylinder
34 Go ou
Records, your own selection
terms.
easy weekly
WRITE TO IS for beautiful folder des
riptive of this new "BQ" Graphophone
We make a speciality of selling
Graphophones by mail and it is. just as easy and
satisfactory to you as if you stepped into our store
and selected the machine .yourself.
AGENTS WANTED WHERE WE ARE NOT NOW REPRESENTED.
507 Sixteenth St.
Denver Store
Los Angeles Store .. 518 S. Broadway.
315 Main St.
Dallas Store

......
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3, 1908.
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GO TO

COMB TO

W LLARD, HEW MEXICO.
THF

ME

COMMERCIAL

CITY

OF

TIE

ESTJKII

BELEN,

VULFY.

to betheCOUtfTY SEAT of
THE CITY Or WILLARD destined in
laid out
thp fall of H'O? It is nnv
Torrance County New Mexico
1000
mnabiiants. It lies on the main line of uw
a thriving city of nearly
&
Pe
Santa
Railway system, running east and west fro.u
Atchison, Topeka
all
California
to
points and the Santa Pe Central Railway running
Chicago
from Santa Pe, N. M., in close connection with the Denver and Rio Grandw
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Pe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The be-5- shipoiag and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The krge
wholesale houses are in operation.

of

i

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main I ine of the Santa Pe
System fading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City,
and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet .aid out with broad 80 and
streets, wilh alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing 116,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Paten;
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up-tdate modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and
hay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the "near future cannot be
estimated.
70-fo-

t

BEE

ITHE

located on belen cut-of- f
santa fe:ry..:

FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO.

LLARDTOWN&I IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE

USE

ZS32

THE BELEN TOWN & IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
are owners of the

BELEN TOWNSITE

WILLARD TOWN8ITE

ALL PAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS
OP THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINETHROUGH

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and rosidence lots on
the townsite situate upon broad avenues and streets, 60 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

:

.

semi-annuall-

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded and 2.000 shade trees on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
may remain on note, with mortgage as security,, for
purchase money, cash. Two-thirone year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.,One-thir-

Vice-Pre- s

-

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
:

:

:

APPLY

TO

:

New FJexico.

Mr. Austin's Car
And Annabel.
Copyrighted,

CECILY

1907,

ALLEN.

by Hon er Sprague.

S

"Annabel," shouted the superintendent of the Clarendon Home For Orphans in his crisp, sharp tone, ''you
take these five children down to Mr.
Frederick Austin's ear -- the man with
the gray coat no. behind you, the dell
green car! Quick, now ; we shan't grt
started till noon at thiis rate."
Annabel marshaled h?r quintet of excited flag carrying children and pushed
them ahead of her toward the big duil
green touring car.
"Is this Mr. Austin's car?" she lu
quired, restraining fivu wriggling children who just yearned to spring
tlirough the open door.
The young man who had been lounging with one hand on the steering
wheel sat up at attention as Annabel'!"
voice reached his ear. Ever
overworked
one, from the Irritable
superintendent to the dull witted help
er in the laundry, loved Annabel's
voice, and It was not remarkable that
this good looking young chap In the
gray coat and disfiguring goggles
should think it the Guest music lie had
ever heard. He sprang to the sidewalk and swung the children into thu
car and then extended a helping hand
to the slender girl in her simple shirt
waist suit of striped chambray, which
reminded him of the deft fingered
nurse who had taken care of him after
his first motoring accident.
"Gee, but she is a corker! But her
hair will look just like a gypsy's when
we get to going some."
That was what the young man said
to himself. What he said to Annabel
was:
"Are you afraid to go fast? I'd like
to give these kiddies the run of their
life, but if we're going to do that you
had best take off your hat and tie on
this veil."
He whipped a long gray automobil-- j
iveil from a convenient hamper.
"A guest left It in the car night before last. It looks quite new. Perhaps
you would not mind"
"Not at all," interrupted Annabel,
with a smile that he instantly decided
matched her voice. Deftly she tucked
Jier hat into the hamper, tied the veil
under her chin in n bewitching bow
and, leaning back in the big car, smiled
happily at her young charges.
The young man watched the smile
from behind his goggles, and when the
puporintendent of the asylum hurried

-

i'--

i

r

era .thatthovtheJast

of his big family, were "properly cared
for the young man fairly bearaad on
the orphanage official
"Going to have a fine run, I imagine." he said, with a most interested
inflection. The superintendent glanced
back in some surprise. This annual
trip to Van Orden Beach, given by the
big automobile club for the orphans,
was not without its thorns for the superintendent. Most of the owners of
machines sent their chauffeurs, who
either acted bored und disagreeable or
teased the children or flirted with the
young women attendants. At the genial greeting in the quiet, cultured voice
the superintendent felt almost grateful.
"I hope it will be a good run and a
pleasant day. I'm sure it is very kind
of you .club members to take a personal interest in the children."
The young man started to say something in reply, but the superintendent
had to answer a call farther down
the line. The young man turned on
the power, with certain grim lines
forming around his mouth, though behind the goggles his eyes twinkled.
Away went the long, flashing line of
many colored automobiles and their
burden of shouting, hurrahing children in pink and white and blue and
White checked gingham.
Annabel was so grateful that she
had graduated to stripes. There had
been a time when to her pink or blue
checks were almost synonymous with
prison stripes; but, after all, she had
decided, things might have been much
worse with her.
At the beach the children tumbled
out of the cars and made wild rushes
for the surf. Most of the chauffeurs
or car owners hurried back to town or
ran into a popular roadhouse a mile
beyond Van Orden's, but Mr. Austin
had evidently started out to give his
carload of orphans the time of their
lives. He did not squander money, but
each of the five had a ride on the
while Mr. Austin himself
held the youngest girl on the wild
looking ostrich she had chosen as her
steed. And Annabel watched them
from the unsightly green benches, her
eyes dancing with sympathetic pleasure, and a score of fascinating brown
tendrilis escaping from beneath the
soft gray veil. Annabel felt a bit
guilty about that veil. She could have
taken it off and resumed her hat directly they reached the beach, but
those yards and yards of filmy chiffon
felt so soft and aristocratic to her fastidious touch.
i
ride came a
After the
jtrlp through the old mill, and then
(there were bags of peanuts to feed the
monkeys, a forlorn group in a more
forlorn cage. Each kiddle had a ridi
in the donkey carts, too. anda sack oi
salt water taffy. At noon lunch was
served to the orphans by a caterer
'P'vL'ojWv the club, and after the
merry-go-r-

ound,

,

merry-go-roun-

d

children were seated Annabel found
the watchful Mr. Austin at her elbow.
"Won't you come over to the Occidental with me? I think you'll find
the cooking rather better than this."
Annabel walked away with him as
In a daze. The Occidental! Why, that
was whew Mrs. Ashton, one of the

'

PRICES IFlYOU WISH2TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS.

THE BELEN TOWN

of Company.

:

Willard,

By

LAPPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

,

ds

d

richest patrons of the home, always
spent her summers. It must be a very
smart place. And what if she, the
humble assistant governess from the
home, should meet its rich patroa face
to'fa;re? Well, she would take the
chance. And soon she forgot her fear
in listening to the order for lunch. He
seemed to know just the things she
had always wanted to taste. And how
Annabel
polite the waiters were!
touched her hair anxiously as the
many young women with carefully
marceled coiffures passed her table,
little dreaming, she, how they envied
her the saucy tendrilis of hair around
her piquant face.
Mr. Austin's gray car was the last to
leave the beach that night, and the
shadows were falling over the big city
when it drew up before the orphanage.
The tired superintendent came hurrying forward.
"I was afraid something happened.
The others got in an hour ago."
"jfust a little trouble with the spark-er- ,
and I was afraid to push the machine, but the kiddies all fell asleep
and are finely rested."
"Good night, good night! Thanks!"
Shouted the children as they reluctantly left the car. Mr. Austin stood hat
In hand.
"Aren't you going to say good night,
too, Miss Annabel?" he asked and held
out his hand cordially.
She never
knew whether her fingers touched his
or not. She only heard him say. "May
I see you again some time?" and then
she shook her head and turned swiftly
toward the orphanage door.
She understood now! He had mistaken her for one of the lady patronesses or a settlement worker. He did
not dream that all her childhood had
been spent as one of these very orphans and that she had been retained
on small pay as a governess.
She had read in books about girls
who had suddenly met twentieth century Trince CharmingS, aud she had
thought how wonderful such an experience must be, but today it was
anything but wonderful. She was sorry she bad not told him the truth. She
was sorry no, she was not sorry about
the lunch nor the long, searching
glances she had encountered across the
table nor the sweet, slow trip home,
with the sleeping children piled into
the big seats behind them. But she
must never, never see him again!
The orphans from the Clarendon
Home were enjoying their second and
In1"1h" n'""'"nf '" gninon this time

IMPROVEMENT

&

WM. M. BERGER Secretary.

JOHN BECKERPresidenf

atthe city park. They had

had" a M"ay

queen, though it was August, duly
crowning her and showeriug her with
small attentions. They had much ice
cream and lemonade, and now the long
afternoon was drawing to a drowsy
finish. Annabel had helped to clean up
the lunch tables, had settled half a
dozeu childish disputes and was beginning to feel a bit flushed and tired
when around the curve of the graveled
road flashed a big, dull green car containing a single figure clad in a long
gray coat. The car stopped; the figure
leaned forward, then sprang to the
ground.
"I just saw it about the picnic in
the afternoon papers. Please come for
a little run. You look as if you had
been working too hard."
Annabel's lips set In firm lines. She
answered quickly:
"Yes; you see I must work for my
living. I am one of the helpers at the
home, and I was an orphan there once.
Maybe you thought"
"I knew-- at the beach. But that isn't
what I came to tell you. riease come."
Mechanically she stepped into the
car and sat down beside him. Then he
knew all the time!
The car moved off slowly. The superintendent rose from the bench
where ho had been resting for the first
time since early morning and, shading
his eyes with his hand, wa tched it out
of sight. Then he smiled oddly and sat
down again.
The man in the car had something to
say, and he drew his breath sharply
before he spoke.
"You misunderstood. So did the superintendent, but I told him the truth
before I asked you to ride with mo
'again. You thought I was Mr. Austin,
but I'm only his chauffeur and have
charge of his car while he is in Europe.
I take his mother out occasionally, but
most of the time there is nothing to do.
It's no disgrace to be a chauffeur, but I
am sorry I did not tell you the first
day. I want to make and sell automobiles some day, and that is why I started as Mr. Austin's chauffeur. When he
comes back I'm going into the factory
where this machine was made and"
He stopped abruptly at sight of the
girl's radiant face.
"Oh, I'm so glad you you are not
Mr. Austin!"
Light came to the young man.
"Well, I'm glad-t- hat
you ore glad,"
he said simply. "May I bring my
mother to call on you some evening?"
'"At the orphanage?" she asked fal- -

If you suffer from constipation and
liver trouble Foley's Orino Laxative
will cure you permanently by stimulating the digestive organs so they
will act naturally. Foley's Orino Laxative does not gripe, is pleasant to take
and you do not have to take laxative
Board and rooms at 106 Aztec
continually after taking Orino. Why avenue. Mrs. Eberhart.
continue to be the slave of pills and
FOR SALE Good
'tablets? For sale by Stripling, Burrows
upright piano,
& Co.
nquire at Wagner Furniture company
store.
The Bon Ton restaurant is now unFOR RENT Small Douse near D.
der the management of Hugh F.
who has bought out the interest R. G. depot; $S per month. T. P. Vic-- '
of John V. Conway. It will be known tory.
hereafter as the Capital Cafe and a
specialty will be made of both short WANTED a fcirl tc do nousework,
orders and regular meals. It is Mr. ight housekeeping. Apply at New Mex-ca- n
DuVal's intention to give Santa Fe a
Printing company.

WANTS

Du-Va-

strictly

first-clas- s

restaurant.

ARE OVER FIFTY READ
THIS.
Most people past middle age suffer
from kidney and bladder disorders
which Foley's Kidney Remedy, would
cure. Stop the drain on the vitality
and restore needed strength and vigor.
Commence taking Foley's Kidney Remedy today. For sale by Stripling, Burrows & Co.
IF YOU

WANTED A competent cook atS:.
Vincent's Sanitarium. Apply to Sister
Superior. Good wages and comfortable
home
WANTED Salesman, to look after
our interest in Santa Fe and adjacent
counties. Salary or commission. Address the Victor Oil company, Cleveland, Ohio.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece ol
work w turn out. Try our stock onc
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities to rturnlng out At once, 100 teams, to work on the Alevery class of work, including one of buquerque extension of the New Mexico Central Railroad between Frost and
the best binderies in the West.
Hagan. Wages, $3.50 per day. Excelfree at
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee is created lent stable accommodations
from pure parched grains, malt, nuts, each camp. Feed furnished at cost.
etc no real coffee in it .Fine in flavor Good commissary established at each
Construction Co.,
is "made in a minute." No 20 to 30 camp. Dominion
New
minutes tedious boiling. Sample free. Luna Building, Albuquerque,

Wanted

Cartwright-Davi-

s

Mexico.

Co.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

try

If you want anything on
Mexican want "aL"

earth-Ne-

w

--

try

Is to love children, and no home
can be happy without them,
yet the ordeal through which
the expectant mother must pass
usually is so full of suffering
and dread that she looks forward tf) thp hnnr vuith annro.
hension. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and soothing
properties,
allays nausea, nervousness, unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the
teringly.
"At the orphanage," he answered system for the ordeal that she passes through the event with but little
firmly. "Why, of course. I told her all Minering, as numoers naveTT'
about you after that day at the beach!" testified and said, "it is worth I x
The hand that was not on the steer- its
weight in gold."
JlY
ing wheel closed firmly over hers, and
11.00 per bottle of
Hook
dmgitlsts.
Annabel saw the woods and the lake
of valuable Information mailed free.
through a wonderful mist that was THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
half tears, half golden sunnMna.
Atlanta, Ga.

L

CO.,
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CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

RECEPTION TO
ARCHAEOLOGISTS

CO.

S

Miss Fletcher and Dr. Hewett to Be
Honored Guests at Informal Social
Function This Eveninn.

GROCERS AND BAKERS,
(iKOCKRY

We

1'llONK NC,

4.

Miss Alice C, Fletcher of Washington, D. C, will be tendered a reception
this evening; between eight and 'ten
o'clock at the home of Juduf unci Mrs.
X. B. Laughlin, corner of Don
Caspar
avenue and T)e Vargas . street, to
which not only members of the Archaeological Society are invited but also
their friends and all those interested
in the establishment of a museum and
school of American Archaeology
at
Santa Fe, by the American Institute of
Archaeology. Miss Fletcher and Professor Edgar L, Hewett are the representatives of the Institute who are
here to look into the availability of
Santa Fe as a site for the school which
will be of world-widimportance.
That Colorado is making a 'strong
effort to capture the school for Denver
or Colorado Springs is apparent from
Ihe following item in yesterday's Denver Republican:

JONATHON APPLES
have a. Ux boxes of Jonathon apples, strictly

fancy pack which we are selling at 1.75 per box.
Thi"is the best apple in market ist this time

PRESERVES.
Ferndpli preserves, always 40c a jar, now

85c,

three

for a dollar.

MINCE MEAT
in one pound cans is very fine
LVrndslI Mince meat in 5
25c.
quality, per can,
1.15.
Package Mince Meat,
jounls crocks, each,
two for a quarter.
Heinz' Mince Mt af;

OUP PASTES

We have a good selection of soup pastes, both .do,
mestic ami imported. Elbow macaroni, stars
alphabets, noodles, cornets and spag nearly all
sorts en ported at 25 packajre. Domestic at 10c and 12 1
chili-moc-

PAN CAKES
v

n

75,

V. and

gallons

1

1

Manse syrup quarts, 40, half gallon,

85.

FRENCH LIMA BEANS
French style canned luua beans are. the little green
canned fresh from the garden. These are ver
fancy and with a nice cream sauce cannot be
1 for a winter vegetable.
Price moderate, No.
2 cans 20o No 1 cans 12.',.

sur-pass- e

offered.
The committee is now in
New Mexico and will be in Colorado
RED KIDNEY BEANS
in a few clays to investigate any site
Another nice bean is the red kidney, This is cookoffered.
ed and canned ready to eat after warning. Two cans
"One of the most extensive works
for a quarter.
under direction of this institute last
NEW CANNED GOODS.
summer was the excavation of one of
Sunburst canned goods now in. Marrofat and
the
many cliff ruins west of Santa Fe,
Early June Peas two cans for twenty five cents Sift-3
on the Denver and Rio Grande railNo.
10c
ed Early June 15c can No 2 cans tomatoes
road. This is an immense communal
Canned Pumpkin 2 for 25c. Sweet Potatoes, 15,
house of stones, occupied at one time
Special price by the case.
probably by thousands of people contemporaneous with the cliff dwellers.
Over 700 rooms have been located on
the ground tier and these are supposed to be but a small part of the community judging from the amount of
stone and debris above them.
These
ruins have yielded up many fine specimens of pottery and utensils of the
When in the City to visit the
cliff dwellers and it is proposed to
a central exposition and eduOLD AJID ORIGINAL CURIO STORE.
cational institute where lovers' of antiquity can get object lessons on the
Western aboriginal people. The presiBesides the thousands of curious and relics see
dent of the American Archaeological
Institute of America is Francis W.
Kelsey, University of Michigan: secin America, cast, in 1330
retary, Professor Mitchell Carroll,
George Washington University; diStock of Turquois from our own mines
rector, Professor Edgar L. Hewtt,
Indian blankets, baskets, pottery, drawn work etc.
Washington. Officers of the Colorado
branch of the society are:' President,
General U. S. Hollister;
secretary,
AT
Mrs. W. S. Peabody. Six presidents of
Colorado's leading educational instituS. CANDELARIO
of th$
are
tions
301-30branch.
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, M.
"Field work cf the Colorado society
Look for the old cart on top of the store building.
is under the direction of Director
Hewett, assisted by a corps of men
trained in scientific methods in archaeological research. The Colorado society has been active in promoting naThs New Mexican Printing company tional
legislation for the establishment
has ready and for sain
and of the Mesa Verde National park for
correct compilations of the territorial the protection of extensive cliff dwellColorado. The
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of ings in southwestern
of 21
is
institute
composed
national
the territorial road laws, ppTice B0
a total membership of
cents, and of the territorial mining societies, with
the year 1007, five field
In
laws, price 50 cents per copy. These nearly 2,500.
were
conducted, one in the
can be purchased by applying in per- expeditions
son or by mail at the office of the 'Mound Region of Missouri, and four
Jin the Southwest, in Colorado, Utah,
company.

THE OLDEST BELL

50 CTS,

STRAW HATS, GOING
J.

WILLIAM H. ANDREWS NO
LONGER IN DOUBT

several members.
The Woman's Aid Society of the
First Presbyterian church will meet
tomorrow afternoon at 2: HO o'clock
with Mrs. E. A. Fiske.
The Guild of the Church of the
Church of the Holy Faith will meet
at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
the home of Mr.?. James L. Seligman,
to Julius
A baby girl was born
Muralter and wife at the family home,
422 Galisteo street, last night. Mother
and child doing nicely. Mr. Muralter
is the prboudest man in Santa Fe today.

(Continued

From Page One.)

Feliciano Lobato Demo-- '
for probate clerk, George
W. Armijo, Republican, 1,330; Alfredo
Delgado, Democrat, 1,071; for sheriff,
Charles C. Closson, Republican, 1,320;
Ricards Gorman, Democrat, 1110; for
assessor, Trinidad Alarid, Republican,
1,313; Carlos Abreu, Democrat, 1,007;
for treasurer and collector Celso Lopez, Republican, 1.325; John H. Sloan,
Democrat, 1,049; for superintendent of
schools. John V. Conway, Republican,
1,330; Ed Andrews. Democrat, 1,094;
for surveyor AVendell V. Hall, Republican, 1,470; H. F, DuVal, Democrat,

can, 1,352;

crat,

of

of

a few nights
It don't matter so much about
the Italian garden part of the affair,
but the title of "Prince" fits Mr. But-toto a'nicety. He was generally recognized as one long before the title
portion

ago.

1,030;

William A. Koch, a prisoner at the
9G4.
territorial penitentiary, took French"
leave yesterday afternoon while working at the clay banks in the northeast
part of the city, but his liberty was was
Omaha Daily
formally conferred.
short lived, as he was recaptured withReporter.
in half an hour after his escape.
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Probate court was in regular monthKoch was driving oae 0 t'n wagons
S3
Amalgamated
session
court
at
the
house,
loday
used in hauling clay to the peni- ly
93
Atchison,
pfd. 58.
Judge Victor Ortega presiding and
tentiary, and managed to sneak away Probate Clerk
New
108
York
Central
George W. Armijo at
while the guard's attention was occu127
Pennsylvania,
his post. The settlement of the estate
pied with something else. He was soon of the late Edward L. Barl.lett was
Southern Pacific 110
missed and a search for him was beUnion Pacific 173
brought up and the administrators of
gun. He lied south of the city and was the estate were
112
Steel 50
pfd.
discharged. The last
captured by Ramon Ortega, who of- will and testament of Bernardo Baca,
MONEY AND METALS.
fered him a drink out of a bottle and
New York, Nov. 5. Money on call,
recently deceased, came up for conby this ruse, held the prisoner until sideration in the court.
firm, 1
prime mercantile paper
the guards came up.
at the opera house 4 ft)
Tonight's
change
Koch was sent up from Chaves counNew York ,Nov. 5. Lead, firm, 435
will consist of the great Edison featy on May 19, 1908, to serve a term ture film, "Life's But a Game of (J?40; copper, firm, 14l-2- ;
silver 49
of one year for larceny. With good
alof
love
a
and
rivals,
Cards,"
story
time allowance he would have been so the
St. Louis, Nov. 5. Spelter, firm, at
Biograph films, "The Promise,"
athis
released April IS, 1909. But
485.
a French story and "An Indian's Honhim his good
tempt to escape
or," a Western story. The song will GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
time and he wil! now be compelled to be "She Rests
By the Suwanee River."
Chicago, Nov. 5 Wheat December
serve his full time.
On Saturday afternoon two matinees 99
May $1.03
will be given at 3:30 and 4:30, so all
Corn November, 02
December,
children can see these pictures.
Gl
MARCOS CASTILLO
n

MARKET REPORT.

ex-di-

ex-di-

3--

"Professor Edgar L. Hewett and
Miss Alice Fletcher of
Washington,
D. C, representatives of the Archaeological Institute of America, are in the
West looking to the claims of the different cities, among them Denver,
Colorado Springs and Santa Fe. New
Mexico, for the site of a school of archaeological research. It is understood
the old Palace at Santa Fe has been

MAPLE SYRUP

L

5, 1908.

night on account of the sickness of ELECTION OF DELEGATE

PRISONER ESCAPES
Denver, was christened "Prince
Italian Garden" at the opening
BUT IS RECAPTURED the
that
of his home

e

be eating pancakes if o i share this winter.
Aunt Jemina and Ralston. ler package 12. U:. llt's-toself raising buckwheat, 15c. Old Lishioutd
straight luckwheat in 10 pounds sacks 70c.
TimQ to

and New Mexico. Work will be prosecuted in Alaska with a view of finding vestiges of migration from Asia.
One of the ancient cities of Central
America will also be excavated."
The article is erroneous in many respects and the scope of the School of
American Archaeology is far broader
than the Republican indicates, while
the excavations made last summer
were only a small part of the work of
the Institute and" the ruins excavated
are but insignificant fractions of the
immense archaeological field tributary
to Santa Fe.
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CLAIMED BY DEATH

j

Marcos Castillo, former well known
county official and an old and respected resident of Santa Fe, died at his
home in precinct No. 17 at 9 o'clock
this morning. The end came after a
painful illness, lasting almost a year.
The family was at the bedside when
the final summons came.
The deceased served one term as
probate judge of Santa Fe county, six
years ago, and four years ago served
a term as probate clerk. He was
a
staunch Republican and mads good
records in both official positions.
''
Surviving him. besides a widow, are
three grown and two younger children.
The grown children are two boys,
Manuel Castillo and Antonio Castillo,
and a daughter, Miss Tulas Castillo.
The two younger children are girls.
The funeral will be held on Saturday morning and will take place from
the Cathedral with burial in Rosario
cemetery.
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souri. The total vote for Debs It Is
timated will not exceed 500,000.
Socialists Gain in Oklahoma.
Guthrie, Okla., Nov.

es-

ists vote in Oklahoma will aggregate
20,000, or double that of last year. No
figures are obtainable of the Independence party vote, which appears to have
been very light.
LATE RETURNS GIVE
BRYAN LEAD IN MARYLAND
Nov.

Baltimore,

5.

un-

According

returns received by the
News from every county In the
state and from Baltimore up to 1 p.
m., Maryland is again in the Bryan
column by a plaurality of 210.
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COAL AND WOOD

Weather forecast for New
Mexico; Fair weather tonight
V and Friday with stationary
V

AND RETAIL

WHOLESALE

$4.50 per ton
5.25
6.00

Screened Raton Lump
iVlonero "
Cerrillos "

temperature.

FOR SALE Household
205 Palace avenue.

January,

WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Nov. 5. Woo! Market is
steady today. Territory and Western
mediums, 1720; fine mediums, 15
17; fine, 1214.
CATTLE.
Kansas City, Nov. 5. Cattle, 7,000.
Market strong today. Southern steers
$34.50; southern cows, $23.35;
stackers and feeders, $2. 75 4. 60;
calves, $3.75
bulls, $2.20(3.50;
7.25; Western steers. $3.405.10;
Western cows, $2. 50 3. 80.
Hogs 12,000. Market is lower today. Bulk of sales, $5.C56.05; packers and butchers, $5.85G.10; light,
$5.406; pigs, $45.25.
Sheep 60,000. Market weak. Muttons, $3.804.50; lambs, $4.305.70;
range wethers, $3.504.GO; fed ewes,

The Social-
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From Page One.)

Subscribe for the Daily New
and get the news.
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Proprietor.
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Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

furniture at

The best table in Santa Fe at the
Normaiidie' for the money. Meals, 25
cents.
There will be no band concert to;

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

)

Q

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Phone No.

Near A. T.( A S. F. Depot

85, Office Garfield Avenue,

Election Returns for Santa Fe County.
LARGE QUANTITIES gg
and small quantities at prices
that make it worth your while to

p

purchase all.
LUMBER
of us. Farming Timbers, Siding
Joist Shingles and every requisite of the modern Builder. Give
us a trial order and we will feel
sure of a continuance of your
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